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CHAPTER l

GENERAL

CONSIDERATIONS

The Communications Receiver has, by reason of the many commercial
types now advertised, become a familiar feature to most readers of amateur
and proles;ional radio literalure, but the high price of such a receiver makes
it, for most amateurs and short-wave listeners, quite out of reach. As the
name implies, the communications type of receiver is primarily designed to
provide the listening side of a complete radio station, espedally in the
amateur station, so that the set has controls intended to work in conjunction with a transmitter, but in the main such a receiver is a hiJih1y efficient
instrument of i:ireat use and value to any experimenter working on the higher
frequency bands.
The ordinary "all wave " receiver is not ideal for short-wave work, an<l,
of course, is almost useless for the frequencies above approximately 20 mes.
-that ls for wavelengths below about 15 metres, for altboui:h a V.11.F.
converter can be fitted to such a set, the results will never be so satisfactory
a~ lho~e obtained with a 1·eceiver ~pedal1y designed for •uch work. In some
ca~cs a communications receiver docs not work at frequencies above 30 mes.,
but ln this case a converter preceding the set will give excellent results,
since the main receiver is capable of working with so much greater efficiency.
The main outline of a communications receiver will contain features
such as the following: An input circuit providing for both dipole and single
wire aerial feeds into a pre-se!edor stage, giving R.F. amplification and
thus extra selectivity, with a hiJ!h imai:ie ratio. The frequency-changer
follo\dng such a stage may consist of a sini;ile valve in the usual way, or
may have a mixer valve fed with local oscillations from a separate oscillator.
The use of a separate oscillator allows the injeclion of local oscillations lo
he adjusted to the optimum, whilst the overall gain of such a frequency
converter can be greater than that obtained from a triode hexodc, a triode
pcntodc or a pentagrid.
The l.F. amplifier following the frequency converter is often the real
heart of the ~ommunications receiver. Whereas the ordinary broadcast
receivE'r has a sioi:i!e l.F. stage, the I.F. amplifier in the communications
receiver generally consists of at least two stages, and in commercial models
a series of pass-bands is provided so that the overall selectivity of the set is
readily changed to suit the signal or conditions-for example, to receive a
hrnad<"ast or programme signal the pass-band of the receiver wil! be broadened
in order th<1t the sound quality shall not suffer, but for reception of signals
in ti'e amateur bands, where the highest selectivity is required, and where
some degree of tone value may be sacrificed, the pass-band is then reduced
to J_~ive a very narrow deJ!ree of selectivity.
In the hcst l.F. ~mpllfiers is incorporated a "crystal ~ate." A quartz
crystal, similar lo tho>e used to stahi!ise crystal oscillators, except that it
i~ cut to resonate at the Intermediate frequency, is used as a tuned circuit
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with a 1·ery i:i!(h elfKiency or Q, giving a very narr<1w pasc,·hand. ~o th.tt ill
cases where stations O'l adjacent frer,uet'ClC5 are suffe,·ing f'\ut;.:;,~ ii1L'r"~-~n•:
which .can~ot l'e prc1cr·icd even with the I.F. at its :nu;t sckdi"<L -.~iung,
sw1tchmg in tnis · cryslal ~ate .. will generJI:_,, allo\; tJ1e ,-<:Juii"cJ station
to be luned free of interference, su great i~ '.h~ C,\lta selectivit~ obt~ineJ
In the LF. amplifier, in n1any cases, ;:.,·c !11cornorated
ur "R"
met~rs, analogous to the J\'lagic Eye useo as a tuni~g indicator in bru:1d~a1t
:~ce"·ers .fro.m ?ne poi~1t of_ ~iew fur, like the M~gic Lye, the ·: S" nicter
nt~es an u1dJCa!Jon of tie!d ~hen~th. The meter tn general use is a moving
coil current measurtng instrument, calibrated in decibels or " S" points
and connected either in series with the high tension supplv to a number of
R.F. or \.F. amplifying stages with A.V.C. control, ur in~ bridge nebvork
:'d~een an~de and screen_s uf R.F. and i.F. amplifying sta)4es. Reports of
~ta!Jon quality and recephon strength are made by the R.S.T. cod~, where
1he symbols Kl lo R5, are used to give indications uf readability, the
symho!s Sl lo S9 are used to give indications of >ignal strength and the
,~mho\s Tl to T9 are used to give inJications of ihe rurity of t!ie tone.
lh~s~ symbols are used more especially in C.\V.-Le., in telegu1phy···work,
an<. 1n telephony have heen replaced to son1e extent by the QSA and the
QRK codes: Tt'.e symbols QSA 1 to QSA5 indicate <l~:;:rees of signal
,trcngth w!ul~t lhe ~ymbo1s QRKl to QRKS indicate dC>gre~s of readaHUty.
~robably Ille symbo,s. S_l tu_ S9 a_re the most used, however, for reporting
,1gna! strength, and 1! JS this senes of "S " points whkh appears on the
dial of the " S " meter.
\Vhilst the majority of " S " n1eters have the points tcparated by a
6 decibel reading, there appears to be no real standanlisation of the S9
reading-an 59 indication being given in son1e cases bv a 50 microvolt
~ignal at the receher's input socket,; and in uther cases b~ a 100 microvolt
mput, hut even so differing conditions and even differing frcquencv banJs
w1ll render the cahbration untrue. It would appear to the author tha't rather
too much reliance is placed un the " S ·· meter by many amateurs. but in a
later. chapter certain suggestions are made (or the more valu~ble use of
the instrument.
The detector in the communications receh·er may he considered as being
part of a _group of stages rather than as a single valve, fur assodaled with
the detectm_g or .de;nodulating diode circuit are the Beat Frequency Oscillator
aT'd the No'.se L1m1ter. Huth are necessary if the receiver is to fulfil all tle
usual functions.
. T~e ~.F.0. is a s;nal.l sc1f-cuntained stage built round a trio:le, in the
ma1onty u1 cases, and is s1mp)y an osdllating circuit v:orking on a frequency
~lose.to the _I.~. uf the receive;. It is used for C.\V. reception, althuugh in
-e:ta1n sp~crnhsed tests or adJus~ments it may be used when telephony is
hemg rccc1ved.
The. B.~.O. i~ ~ecessary to a\kw p\11in C.W. reception on a superhct.
The aerial is rece1v1ng an unmodulated train of w~vc;.. :ind thus while the
charac;cr~ of the code wii! be p~ssed throt>g:h the frcc:u<in~y converter ~nd
the 1.l<. 5tages of the receiver in the usra! manner, th·~ demodulator 1o1ill
have no au1.ho signals to pass on lo the output sta..:c, so th~t at best there
will be merely a succc,;,ion of c!icl's in the head;>t.oncs or loud~peaker,

whil:;t a wc;1k C.\\'. station will g;ve nu au.Jihk 1coulti> at all. The dtccl m;1y
be U\'crcon1c at 1:1e lr:;,L,'11il'in" end b\· ,1wd·_;!;11i!1o! the c;1l"l"i~r-\\:I"~ with
ti;nc sig;,1a!s, but 1;-,e s5ll(; ;ei.tiil may b~· ubhined at li~c receiver ":it:1 much

"S"
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le;s iruul1k.
By s•.dt~hillg in t'.:c B.F.0., woi"king at, say, 1.000 cycles away tiom
the intermediate fr~<-(UC.';;', 11Lrno,Ju1ated ~i.cz·n 1 s ~nhing as \.F. dots and
da~ht$ at th.;; ol.;mn<lufatur will be :1eterudyl'ed by tl1e o5ci1kJiun~ ~enerakd
by li~e U.F.0. and, mor~over, i:1e ]1ek1uUyne will be audi:·.le since it is a
l,OOrJ cycle,; nGtt·. Thu;;. the 13.F.O. and J.F. ota~cs. wurkiaJ in cunjt·nctk>n
i111<1 tl,c den,oduk\ing stail,e. 'ii;e ;1t:dlo s;;;n:1ls on C.1.V. with the <11.hiecl
a,!·,:111t.1:~:· that the tune or note tn:I;' be adj.1s\e<l to ,;uit tl1e <:ar ,;in;ply hy
!11!~ini tLe B.F.0. a•1d thus ,·at' :,,g th~ he1e1od}ne fre.1t1u•· ::. The tu11ing
ccntiol ;nay be !'li:·~et or n\;iy loe brought out to <t r~n~~ ,·o,1trol, whiist
a ;;11it.:h controls t'.le B.~~·.o. as d t<1~1t. The osdltalioao. t,·(..m tre !~.l·'.O.
arc fed dir~clly to the der.10-iuhtvr through ;1 ver~· ~.man (ajndbt:(C.
The det~.:tor or Ue;1101.:ul;:,1ur is n1ost usu<illy th~ con':~nl!on:tl diode or
double diud..,, 1,,j\h fuli ..-\.\'.C. arranger;1~nto, c.lthough o!)·c~ circuits are
sornetirr~s used, ~-;~iedaHy in a1nat£ur·bui1t appm·atus. The infinite (n1pC·
dance Vdedor, u:;ing a triode with cathode folluwer cona~dions, is very
l'Sefu\ as a de~e~tor, but ··it'.1 li·b or any other special drr.uil5, s·::1~:-:1~e st;i:;::es
are then n~cessary to give A.V.C. voltage~, whilst it is possi!Jle for such
high efficiency in th.: l"~t l.F. lune<.! circuit to he ohtaineJ that the chan~cs
of feedback and instability arc incrc~scd.
The Nuise Limiter, like the H.F.0., is a self-contained unit, and may be
switched in ur out ot circuit as required. Several circuits arc a1•ailab!c, the
must cun1mon being a t!ouble diode bia;ed in such a manner that aut!io is
passed withuut interftore:ice. Sudden peak5 of noise, however, risin~ above
audio level, are dipp.;d to lhc level set hy the biasing, and in the case of
ignition and sir,-,llar noises lt is focnd that clipping the noise to ti1e level
of the audio signal in the hc<idphuncs or loudspeaker enables the signal to
he copied without tro\iiJle.
The audio amp1Hying stage or stages o[ the receiver may be maJe to
provide facilities for the type of work it is desired to carry" out. In the first
place, both headphone and luvd~pcaker uutput :;orkets sho11!d be pruvided,
so that the Uemodu!ator slooul<l be foliowed by a tiiode to feed the head·
rhon~s and also the po;,er uutput stage for the lo~1dspeakcr. Again, some
amateur operators ;;.re intt:rested in recording lheir co:itacts 'o that a cutting
head stage may be incorporated in the receiver, with its assodated balandni:!
networks, and then a microphone pre-amplifier is, in some ca"e5, also enciosed
in the receiver cabinet with furt11er pro\lsion for record playback. These
refinements are not usually rcqu!:ed, however.
The outline of the communications receiver, therefor:.:, may be shown
in l:Jlock diagram as in Fig. 1, where the various sta~·-s are well marked.
It is now necessary to re,·ie-;>; t;ume speciai points in grcaler detail.
In the first place, the cunstructiun of a comn1unications receiver must
be most carefully carried out, not only from the electrical but also from
l!-..e mechm1ical viewnuint, for complete rigidity und sta1'ility are n~tessary.
Again, the mulliplldty of R.F. and !.F. stages necessitc.t;:s very comr>ietc
shielding to pre\·ent feedback, and with this end in view it is usual to run
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rejection is the real point at issue, and a note upon images may be helpful
at this point.
An image is caused by lack of selecti\'it:· in the first tuned circuits of
a receiver, and thus image reception bccorec; n1ore and more in evidence as
the signal frequency rises. Consider a .;onvertcr or mixer stage 1-.orkin_~ into
an LF. amplifier where the LF. is 450 kcs. If a signal to be reC"eived has
a frequency of 1 ntc., the oscillator, working as is usual on the hi!!'.i side
of the signal, will feed into the n1ixer a 1.45 mes. signal, so that the final
result will be the 450 kcs. heterodyne.
At the same time, however, a signal from a station on 1.9 Jll(S. will
also be<:t v.ith the oscillator on 1.45 mes. to produC"e a ;ignal at the 1.F. of
450 kcs. · or, from a second point of view, the ori_i,iinal ~talion at 1 me.
will be heard first, when the oscillator is wo,.kin.!! on 1.45 mes. and, second!)',
when the oscillator is tuned to 0.550 mes. or 550 kcs.
The possibility exists, therefore, with any superhet, of tuning in each
receivable station at two points on the dial.
At the frequency of the station given as an exmnp!e, 1 n1c., the reception of an image is virtually impossibk, however, for the selectivity of even
a single tuned circuit is sufficient to prevent a 1 me. station from feec:in.Q
through to the mixer when the first tuned circuit is set al 100 kcs. as lt will
be when the oscillator is workin.!! at 550 kcs., but the percentage difference
reduces rapidly as station frequency rises. l<'or exmnpte, ma!ntainin_Q the
1.F. at 450 kcs., a station on 10 mes. will give an image when the first
tuned circuit is set at 9.1 mes., the oscillator then being set al 9.5!'> mes.,
and whilst admittedly the tuned circuit which would pass a 10 mes. signal
when the circuit itself was set at 9.1 mes. would he rather poor, the effect
becomes possible, and then pronounced before the 10-metre an1ateur band
on 30 mes. is reached. Hert the image reception of a 30 mes. r,ignal can
take place when the first tuned circuit is set at 29.1 mes., and there will
he sufficient transference in this case to _give a stron_g image. (These i1gures
are ~iven a>suming that the oscillator is still working at a higher frequency
than the first R.F. or signal frequency. Olten. however, the oscillator ••orks
at a lower frequency for reception of 10-metre fignals-lhis consideration
does not, of course, affect ima~e reception, which is still possible.)
An oh\·iuus solution to this trouble with image reception is fo increase
the l.F. of the receiver. l.F. transformers working on a frequency of 1.6
mes. are obt)inahle, and will help considerably in reducing imall'.e rece;ition,
whilst for a superhet to be used exclusively on the higher frequencies or the
very high frequencies, an l.F. of 5, 10 or even l !'> mes. is quite comman.
Increasing the l.F., however, is only possible by sacrificing the cover~ol(e of
the receiver, for If signal" in the medh11n-wave broadcast band a,.e also to
he received. say. on 750 kcs., the l.F. cannot, for obvious reasons, be much
greater than the usual 450 kcs. or so.
A second solution to the prohlem of image reception is to use an l.F. of
4-50 kcs. or a similar frequencv and to improve the selectivity of the
" front end " of the receiver as f~r as possible. This is the p11rpo~e of the
R.F. amplifying stage, wh!ch improves selectivity as well as sensltlv1ty, anll
a regenerative R.F. stage gives C\'Cn greater image rejection.
Fur the
V.H.F.'s. the most convenient method of reception is to use a converter
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·
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·f
. _e expense o special transformers. The crvs!al
'
I
par icu 1ar circuit and requirements, is dealt with in Chap!;r 4.
When the I F amplifi f d ·
A.V.C. stage, it·i~· general\~ foe:n~ t~:~ a conv;ntio~.al ddiode detector and
0
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.
·
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e a I h
·
· · ·
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te
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with both valves in the sa · · ·· e ec or coupling problem is solved, for
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may be co~n~cie~t :~t oto ~~eo~, iust as is required. Again, the " S " meter
controlled by the 'AV C .
· ,· or R.F. stages of the set, but to a valve
· · · 11ne an set apart for mete
t'
h.
h h . .
. r opera ton, t ts valve
being connected to the A V C \"
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This meter-controlling valve ':a~r b~ ec~r:~:~~~ ~~t~n~~~a:~o~ Cat alll·~ime~.
the fonn of a double diode triode or a double di d
. . . rec t er. in
the circuit less extensive than might at first appe~r.e pentode, thus mak1ng
It will be seen, then, that the communications receiver

~:n;i~;t::rd e~aem~~;~i~0d:~~l~ ~1nd _the more important of the::a~e!~:;e!m:~ii

receiver must first be t d ~ owing pages. One particular function of the
and circuits used~then~ e 'f ot~ever, ~ogeth~r with the special arrangement<
se o
e receiver with the amateur transmltter.

CHAPTER 2

THE RECEIVER AND THE TRANSMITTER
Where the communications receiver is used alone, the '' Standby "
switch is probably never touched, but to the transmitting amateur it is
possibly one of the most-used controls. The Standby switch cuts the H.T.
supply from either the v.hole or the R.F.-1.F. portions of the receiver, whilst
leaving the valve-beaters on so that the set is ready to commence work
again as soon as the switch is thrown. It ls obvious that the transmitter and
receh•er cannot work in the san1e band together unless several precautions
are taken, an<l, so far as 'phone operation is concerned, the chief precaution
is to open the Standby switch as soon as the replying station ha~ finished
a call. The transmitter's Standby switch is then closed, so that at no time
does the set receive a signal from the transmitter of its own station.
Even w, the input circuit of the receiver is still open to receive applied
pcwer from the transmitter, and In a high power system, with receiver and
transmitter tuned to the same or adjacent frequencies, it is still quite
possible for a high current to flow in the input or first tuned receiver circuit,
a current sufficiently high to cause damage.
\\'here the receiver is connected to the same aerial as the transmitter, it
will obviouslv be necessary to arrange for the aerial to be switched from the
receiver to the transmitter when a transmission h to take place, and if, as
is usu.ii, relay switching is used for this purpose, it is a simple matter to
arrange a further relay contact to short out or ground the receiver's input
sockets. \Vhen a separate aerial is used for the recei~er, however, so that
no aeria1-sv.itching is necessary, the receh·er's input sockets should still
be earthed or short-circuited, and in some stations an adaption of the
" press-to-talk " me!hod of switching is used, a press-button on or beside
the microphone operating relays which, when the button is depressed and
held down throughout the conversation or call, switch off the receiver,
render its input circuit inoperative and then apply power to the transmitter's anodes for the transmission.
It is ad\·ised, however, that the same aerial be used for both transmission
and reception, especially when a beam or directed aerial is Jn use, for it is
useless to make an effort to direct transmitted power over a considerable
distance if t1•e receh·er is not equally well served. The aerial switching relays
can then perform al! the necessary operations by a simple extension of the
Standby switch, so far as the receiver U.T. line is concerned, with a contact
reserved for the receiver's input circuit, and the relays should be so arranged
that switchin.'? on the transmitter automatically protects the receiver.
An e:1..-e;ilion to the use of one aerial for both transmitter and receiver
must be n1ade, of course, In Duplex working where two stations, generally
local, have tr;insmitter and receiver working together, the call being more in
the nature of a telephone conversation, since both operators are able to
work .1t the san~e time, giving question and answer without interruption.
In this type of ·,· ork it is ~enerally arranged that one transmitter shall be
separated in fre'.;new;y fJom the o•hcr by practically the width of the 'phone
bar,cl, so that in eadi location the receiver Is tuned to a frequency widely
different from that of the transmitter. Then the receivin~ and transmittin,I!
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aerials should he as well separated as pc.ssihle, and, since the distance
covered is usually no! great, tile transmitter input power is rcdL•ced as far
as possible.
Again. a spec'al arrangement is required for break·in working. Bn:ak·in
working will probably become evco more popular now that the Biit:sh
amateur is required to work C.\.V. for the first year of his licence, and has
much to recommend its adoption. By working with break-in, C.\\'. operation
gains character much as person<ility is given to 1! contact on 'phone by
Duplex working, for one station can break in on the signals fron1 its contacting station, question an<l answer can .be pas~ed hack and forth, repeats
fiJf uncopied or had characters c~n he requested at the moment of occurrence
and, perhaps more important :;ti!I, each station has a check at all limes of
QRl\1 or interference on his own frequency, since even if the stations are
working at different frequencies such information can be passed from one
station to the other \\ ilhout delay.
The requirements of break·in C.V.'. operation are that lhe receiver is
controlled by the transmitter at each depression of the key. \Vhllst the key
at the tr;1nsmitter is down, forming a dot or dash, the receiver at that station
must be Uead, hut immediately the key is up, even between charaders, the
receiver must be in operation. This means that the second transmitter may
interrupt the fir~t by 1nerely holding down his own key, since then he will be
heard as a note or tone in the receiver at the first transmitter with every
break in the tr;insmission at that station, which then ceases to send, or
sen.is a code ~'.ro;;p to signify readiness to recei\'e. Separate aerials are
usually uoed for transmis~ion and reception.
Al each station, therefore, the key controls a relay circuit, the actual
drcuits being arranged to the favourite scheme of the operator but capable
of keyirg the transmitter, earthing one aerial and controlling the receiver.
The re!<tys, moreover, must be quick and quiet in operation.
At lhe sante time, however, a monitor is required In order that the
operator may check his own keying in his headphones, and the receiver at
his station :n:iy be left suffich:n!ly operative to give him the sound of his own
tran~mitted signal. Probably the simplest method of achieving this result
is to switch in extra biasing into the R.F. stage of the receiver whkh,
although its input circuit is shorted and there is no aerial connected to it,
will still be able lo receive signals from the transmitter at its own :station.
The bt;:sing switched in to the receiver's first stage should have a manual
control, so that the operator can set the volume of his own signal in
balance with that of the contacting station.
The use of a high biasing potential on the R.F. and sometimes also on
the J.F. stages ol the receiver is not confined to hreak·in C.W. operation,
for it can be used also on straight C.W. or telephony transmission to enai>le
t~.e receiver to act as the station monitor or as the method of rendering the
receiver inooeralive. The Standby switch, for example, instead of breaking
the main H~T. line to the receiver, may connect the A.V.C. line from the
R.F. and J.F. stages to -30 or - 40 volts of bias, obtained from b<itteries
or from a small biasing unit in the power pack.
Some methods of aerial-switching and transmitter-receiver control can
now be considered in greater detail.
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When the switching is performed by a relay, other rela·;s coniro!led hv
the san1e switch or press-button being used for swikhini;: on. tt_c lrans•11ittc~
power, shorting the receiver i:Jput, etc., son1e consideration must he ghcn
to the consumption of the relay coils and the source of activating pcwcr.
One commercial aerial relay (made by Londex, Ltd., who can offer v~riuus.
makes an<l types of relays} requires 3 v.a. for the coil. Different mak~s ot
relay, however, will have widely vMying demands on the energising source,
so that where several relays are to work as a team they must he chosen

to have similar coil rating~. Low resi:,tance relays may be driven from a sb.
or twelve \'Olt accumulator batterv, 1he coils being connect<:d in series or
parallel to give a suitahle total r~sislance, but the battery may be replaced
by a simple power pack givffig, say, 100 volts D.C. if high re,;islancc/luw
current coil relays are used. In either case the relays should be D.C.
operated lo give positive action without any chance of chattering of th~
contacts which might occur with A.C. energisation. A.C. relays are, of
course, obtainable, but the D.C, type are to be preferred.
It is by no means beyond the limits of the home workshop to adapt o!d
relays to new uses, the hest source of old relays being a car-breaker's yard,
which should always be ahle to suppl} old car cut-outs.
The complete system for C. \V. break-In operation shown in Fig. 4 shows
how a single D.P.D.T. relay can be u;;ed for simultaneous operation of both
transmitter and receiver, and will serve as an example fru,n which other
systems may be derived. Naturally there is no aerial.switching from one
piece of gear to the other in this system (or, as in Duplex 'phone, a separate
receiving aerial is used. This aerial must be earthed, huwc\er, along with
the aerial input socket on the receiver, whilst at the sanu: time a high bias
is applied to the first R.F. stage of the receiver, the bias being controlled
by a potenUometer in order that the transmitter at the receiver·s station can
still be heard. Note that the relay contacts should be so adjusted th<it the
receiver is off, with its aerial earthed, a fraction ·of a second before the
transmitter is keyeli, and that the transmitter is switched off jusl before
the receiver comes back into operation.
It will be seen that the key is ill the relay coil circuit, so thal a high
resistance relay wl!! g!ve a low keying current with less sparking at the key
contacts, but a key filter is shown in circuit. The relay contacts which
" key " the transmitter should be connected in circuit at a suitable point
to give good working, in the negative supply lead to the crystal oscillator,
for example.
FIG
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Con1ponents l.ist for Relay System, Fig. 4.

K,
R.F.C.,

c,
Rl,
R"
Ry,

Key.
R.l<'. Chokes, as Eddystone 1022.
0.0 I mfd. 500 v.w. Non·inductive.

0.5 me~ohm. Volume control.
Receiver's volume control.
D.P.D.T. relay.

The new volume control, operative only on the transmitter al the receiving end, may be mounted e\!Crnal!y to the receiver. This break-in system

will work when the two stations in contact arc on different or the same
frequencies.
The provision of a high bias line in the receiver, to which is connected

the Standby switch. is a matter of receh·er design and thus appears in more
detail in later pages.

Cfl.'l.f'T~.R 3

quiet working, but where selectivity _is the first requiremei~t an ~corn ~houl~
b
sed The selectivity of a Television Pentode stage can be 1mpro,ed h)
:a~ng the stage regenerative, however, the renegerati~n ~eing c011trolle<l
by the usual manual ~ain rontrol in the valve cathode circuit.
In Fig. 5 is shown a regenerative R.F. stage. Feedback bet~·ee~ t~e t"c
luned circuits provides the regeneration coupling, and the two circm_ts ohoul<l
l screened from each other in order that feedback shall remain_ u~dcr
:~ntrol. The pre-selector is not used under conditions of aclu~l o~ci!latmn,
f
but the cathode conlrol is advanced towards the osc1llatmg point
~or c~~;::~r gain and selectivity, whil>t an initial control. over lhe feedback
..
is exercised through the anode tap on to the anode cml.
Th
selector shown in Fig. 5 is more suitable for use with an ex1stmg
· e er~=~ for inc~rporation in a co111munications circuit, however. if for
~:'e~~h:r reason than that an untuned anode st~ge is pref~rable to, ena_hk
th RF -Mixer stage coupling to be arranged ea~1ly, but a simple R.l'_. stage
su~h ~s ·is shown in Fig. 6 can still be made regenerative by arranging tJ~e
wiring in such a manner that a small degree of feedback from anod~ to gnd
circuits is obtained. Such wiring arrangements must be made expenmental!v
in order that the correct feedback is applied, and the notes on the regenerative l.F. stage may prove helpful in this respect.
0

PRACTICAL RECEIVING CIRCUITS
It is the purpose of this chapter to show some of the stages and circuits
used in a com1nunicalions receiver, not only that their method of working
might be better understood but th.al the amateur with a small receiver may
he able to in<orporate one or n1ore of these stage~. thus improving his gear
with the minimum of trouble and expense . .<\n R.F. amplifying stage might
be inserted between aerial and receiver, for e~ample, thus acting as a preselector with indiridual tuning, or a st<i~e in the l.F. amrlifier might be made
regenerative to give a degr'<C of LF. sel1<:divity control an<l extra gain.

The R.F. Stage
The R.F. gtage of a c:omm\tnications receiver is required to carry out
a number of tasks. It i.s required to an;rlify the signal at its original
frequency, lo tune as ,;harp ly as possible in order that in1age rejediun shall
be high and the 1elcctivitv of the rc1:dve1· as a whok shall be enhanced, it
contains, as a stage, the fir~l gain C•'.lntrol of the receiver and it must work
at <!II the frequendes for "' hkh the rc~eivcr is intended.
The amrlification ohla;ncd from an R.F. stage varies with frequency,
the gain falimg as the frequency r~5es. and at very high frequencies not only
does the efficiency of the fu(s! tuner! circuit fall, but the loading presented
to this circuit by the valve increases rapidly. The valve to be used in the
R.F. stage mus! therefore be chosen to suit one particular set of requirements-Acorns, howe\"er, in their pentode ranges, give prohahly the best
all-round results, but it should be remembered that at lea,;t three cha~ac
teristics are under comp;iris()n when an R.F. valve is to be chosen. These
three characlcristics are the Signal-to-Noise ratio, Selectivity and Gain .
• The valve types which 1ni'ght be used in an R.F. stage can be cla5sed ,·ery
broadly as R.F. Pento<les, Tt ·levisicn Pentodes and Acorn Pentode,. \Vt.ere
selectivity is not so importac 1l, the Television Pentodes give high gain with
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Components List for the Regenerative Pre-Selector, Fig. 5.
~~· ~ 4 '

R • C3,

40 mmfd. tuners, ganged. Raymart VC40X.
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-indudh'e

R l,

150 ohms, ! watt.

....,..

'
es '

·

5,000 ohms, variable.
(For 4 volt operation) 33 •000 ohm•~, 1 watt.
(F
v' •
or 6 volt operation) 62,000 ohms, 1 watt.
1,
SP41 for 4 volt operation.
1852 for 6 volt operation
~ l_nternati~nal .or Mazda octal chassis m~unting valveholder.
8mal.1 chassis, with valve and coil shields.
2 coil-holders, Eddystone 964.

250V.

RI

R 2,
R33,

"

.'

L2

"3
·"
LI

Coupler for Cl, CS, Eddystone 529.
Slow-motion drive.
Knob for R2.
NoTE.-To obt~n bandspre~d tuning, use in place of Cl and also in place
of C4 a 3-....ll mmfd. trimmer, adjusted for handset and tune with 15
mmfd. tuners, Raymart VCJ 5X, ganged.
'

Cl

"

"
F1G. 6

"
A:i H.. 1'. Stage

Coils, for amateur band coverage.

Ll.

3.5 mes
7
14

10 turns 22 S.\V.G. enam. close·wound hclow L2.
5
3
28
2
L2.
3.5 mes.
55 turns 22 S.\V.G. enam. wound to length of 1~'
7
24
20
1·
14
12
28
5
18
L3 14
L2 T "
"
"
"
"
.. l".
'f " ;s
•
·
ap L3, as testing points for further tri:J.!s at S turns
op m . mes., 6 turns up for 7 mes., :l turns up for 14 mes ~nd 11 turn'
upor8mcs,
···,
•
1 2
All ~oils on I!" diameter forms, as Eddystone 537.

..

Obtain regeneration by small stray capacity, CS, shown dotted Jn Fig. G,
or by running leads to Cl, C2, near lo tuned circuit leads of iollowlng stage,
thus obtaining a smaJ\ fet"dback in correct phase.

coils already _fitted .to receiver. Cl, C2, may also be "•h•1·,,.. ,,•,·
denser gang 1n receiver.
~~ ~ ~ by con·
L3, primary of R.F. ta
r ns f ormer, coupl!ng into second stage or mher.

The Frequmcy Conocrler
If the receiver is to be kept small and inexpensive, It may be permissible
to dispense with the R.F. stage and to feed directly into the frequency con·
verter stage, provided that some metOOO is used to imp<ove the image
rejedion of the input stage. Here again, however, the frequency converter, or
mixer, can be made regenerative by the use of a conventional grid-anode
coupled coil ~ystem, and the amatei;,; requiring a small receiver with good
selecth•ity would do well \[) test such a mixer against a straightforward
circuit. The regeneration control is a variable resistance across the anode
coil and is used, naturally, so that at no time does the mixer actually
oscillate. It is difficult to avoid a slight de-tuning effect on the first tuned
circuit a~ the regeneration control is used, but the advantages consequent
on the circuit outweigh the slight dlsad,·anta~es.
Moreover, in a receiver sufficiently simple to use nu R.F. stage, the
oscillator and input tuning may quite satisfactorily be separately controlled,
with tracking maintained not by trimming and padding methods but through
the tuning, tracking thus being under control at all times. In such a receiver
a slight tuning shift in the input tuned circuit will be of no con~equence,
and a regenerative mb1er, using a triode.hepWde, is sho11n in Fig. 7. A
pentagrid ~onverter may be used in the same manner, although when using
a vahe of this type it is advisable to inject the local frequeo~~ from a •econd
oscillator, 1·, hose circuit may be the conventional triode oscillator, this type
of frequency con,·erter proving more satisfactory on the high fre-.uendes.
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Components /,ist for R.l<'. Stage, Fig. 6.

Cl,
C2,

40 mmfd. Bandset. Raymarl VC40X.
15 mmfd. Bandspread. Raymart VC15X.
C3, C4, CS,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non.inductive.
Rl,
(For 4 volt operation) 33,000 ohms, J watt.
Rl,
{For 6 volt operation) 62 000 ohms 1 watt.
R2,
150 ohms, l watt.
'
'
R3.
5,000 ohms variahle.
Vl,
SP41 for 4 volt operation.
1852 for 6 volt operation.
1 Ma~da or .Inte.rnational 0<:tal chassis mounting valveholder.
, Ll, L2, Aerial mput and fir<t tuning ('oils.

As ('Oils for Fi

fi or a~

Compon<'nls List for the Regen€ra/ive Frequ<'ncy
ConL'erter Stage, Fig. 7.
60
mmfiL
tuners. Raymart VC60X.
Cl, C4,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.11'. I.;on-inductive.
C2, C3, C5,
8 mfd. 350 v.w. Electrolytic.
C6,
0.1 mfd. 350 \".W. Non·lndudive.
C7,
0.0001 mfd. Mica.
CB,
10,000 ohms. variable.
RI,
220 ohm:;, ~ watt.
R2,
47,000 ohms, ! wait.
R3,
15,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R4,
R.F. Choke, Ed<lys!Dne 1010 or similar.
R.F.C.,
ACTHl for 4 volt operation.
VI,
6K8 for 6 volt operation.
l Mazda or International octal chassis mounting valveholder.
Slow·1notion drive for C4.
Knobs for Cl, Rl.

LL
L2.
L3.

3.5 mes.

u.

LS.
LI.

7

mes.

22

14

mes.

L2.
L3.
L4.
L2.
L3.
L4.
LS.

below L3.

" wound, below L4.
dose·
above L3.
close-wound,
enam.
22
S.V.'.G.
4 turns
below L3.
2
"
l' long.
18
4

s

28

mes.

l!" long.

18

17
close.woun<l, below L4.
22
8
5 turns 22 S.\.V.G. enam. close·wound, above L3.
below L3.
6
l" long.
18
10

8.S

LS.
LI.

40
dose·wound, below L4.
lS
6 turns 22 S.W.G. enam. close· wound, aho\·e J,:J.
8

L2.
L3.
L4.

LS.
l. l.

Coils, for amateur band coi•crage.
10 turns 22 S.\.V.G. enam. close·wound, a hove L3.
below L3.
12
1!" long.
4S

"
22

3.S

22
close-wound, below L1.
2.5
All coil sets wound on lf' forms, as Eddystone 537. Separation
between coils approx. t'' (between Ll, L2, L3 on one form, and between
L4, LS on second form).

The l.F. Amplifier
\\Then an intermediate frequency of approximately 450 kcs. ls clwsen,
two l.F. stages will give as much gain as can be handled and, providing that
iron-cored l.F, transformers are used, selectivity will be good and image
rejection at a high ratio until the 14 mes. band ls reached. An R.F. amplifying stage between the converter and the aerial will, however, keep the
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image rejection satisfactory up to about 20 mes., whilst on the 28-30 mes.
amateur band reliance must be placed on the e:<tra rejection obtained by
regeneration in the R.F. stage.
Variable selectivity in the l.F. amplifier is achieved, as has already ~een
seen, either by the use of special IF. transfonners with variable couplings
between their primaries and secondaries, such couplings being contro~led
either mechanically or electrically, or by making the I.F. sta,:!e regenerative.
Lhe re"eneration control being once again in the valve's cathode lead.
Si~ce variable·mu valves are almost always used for I.F. stages, in order
that they may be effecthely controlled fro:o1 the A.V.C. line, this type of
regeneration control gives very good resulls, although
mu:~t he rea.lised
that the percentage of regeneration O\'er the stage vanes with the signal
being received, so that selectivity is rather less on a strong signal than on

'.l

a weak one.
Onlv one stage of the LF. amplifier is given variable selectivity hy
rcgener~tion, the first stage, that fo!lowing the frequency converter, usually
being the controlled stage.
it is, perhaps, simpler to intn1duce re>!Cneration into an 1.F. amplifier
working on 4!'10 kcs. than into a sla!le with a higher lntermediate frequency
of, say, 1,600 kcs.-and, at the same time, maintain stability over the whole
amplifier.
If a cry~lal circuit is to he 11!\ed in the l.F. sla~e, several different
degrees of selecti\'ity can he obtained. hut in this case ii is wise to use
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variable selectivity transforme1s rather than a regenerative f.F. amplifer.
The Crystal Gate, however, is fully dealt 11ilh in Chapter 4, and the remarks
~oncern!ng l.F. amplifiers at this point vefer ~o re1eivers where no crvstal
1s used.
·
The sharper selectivity curve of a regenerative I.F. stage hc-s a pro·
nounced effect on C."-'"· reception, when using the R.F.O. A hr<Jad I.F.
curve v-0rking against the R.F.O., with the signal tuned cer.,•ra11~ on to
th.e LF. curve and the B.F.O. set to gh·e, say, a 1,000 cycles heot note,
~·111 a!!?w the signal lo he hearol in a varying ran11c nf pitch, whilst an
mterferng _signa~, breakinR thro11.i:ih the first tuned circ1·i~s and producin~
a second signal in the l.F. amplifier a few kcs. off reo.onance, will produce
a. second beat note which may be at the same audio frequency as the desired
s1gn~1. '.o pre~ent this type of interference, the J.F. curve is sharpened
to g~ve SmgJc.S1gnal reception. Whilst true Single.Signal reception L; really
obtained hy the use of a crystal gate, a very good approximation to this
workinR corulition can be achieved hy introducing feedhack into the f.F.
stage.
The sharper curve given to the LF. rcsp011sc allows the desired signal
to b~ hear.? beati~g a¥ainst the B.F.O. at only one point, so that the change
of p1kh with tuning is not observed. At the same time, unwanted signals
which ma~· break throu_gh the first tuned circuits "ill be rejeded by the
I.F. amplifier. and the result is that whereas, formerly, a sign;iJ could be
heard on either side of zero beat, with single-sign.al reception the sigt1i1I will
he heard on on!y one side of the zero beat point, the resronse on the other
side being so far down as to make the signal either 1:ery weak or ina~dib!e.
. Introducin? regeneration into the l.F. amplifier is a very simpk matter
since once again all that is required is a small capacity between the giid and
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anode circuits. In a really stable stage a small trimmer conden~er can he
used, with the top or moving plate freed from the adjusting screw and hent
up at <1 sharp angle from the bottom plate so that the final capacity of the
<irranv,c1nent is very ,;mall, hut it is also possible to obtain the effect by
nmni:1g a wire from the grid circuit close to the anode circuit, clipping the
wlic do"n to si7.e until re~eneration is at the correct degree.
1f a sinµ;Je.ended val\·e is used, such as an EF50, the small capadty can he
an anµ;,·J between the grid and anode sockets at the valveholder, but when,
<1s is more usually the case, a top cap grid valve is used, the capacity c<1n
be arr;inged between the secondary of the input I.F. transformer and the
primary of the output I.F. transfonner.
It is wise to reduce the galn of a regenerative I.F. stage hy running the
\'alve at a higher bias. By this means, selectivity is increased and the
chances of overloading the stage reduced, whilst at the same time there i;
greater regeneration control.
,\ reg~nerative l.F. stage is shown in Fig. 8, and it will he seen that it
follows clusely ordinary practice. It will be seen that the introduction of
regeneration makes no difference to A.V.C. control on the stage.

Components List for a Regeneralii'e I.F. Stage, Fig. 8.
Cl,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C3, C3, C4,
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w.
RI,
0.22 megohm, ~ watt, or to suit whole A.V.C. circuit.
For 4 volt operation:R2,
10,000 ohms, ~ watt.
R3,
68,000
l
R4,
330
! "
R5,
25,000 ohms variable.
R6,
2,200 ohms, ! watt.
For 6 vo!t operation:R2,
33,000 ohms, ! watt.
R3,
22,000
!
R4,
330
"
!
RS,
25,000 ohms variable.
R6,
2,200 ohms, ! watt.
l.F.T.1, 2,
465 kcs. Iron-cored transformers.
Vl,
VP41 for 4 volt operation.
6SK7 for 6 volt operation.
1 Mazda or International octal chassis mountlng valveho!der.
The feedback capacity, CF, is not included in the parts list.
The Detector and A.V.C.
The diode detector or demodulator needs no explanation since it is
such a widely.used circuit, but the alternative detector most suited by its
characteri;;tics for use in a communications receiver, the infinite impedance
detector, is shown in Fig. 9.
The detector does not impose a load on the tuned circuit to which it is
conncdcd, ~o that selectiyity ia the final tune<l circuit can be kept high, this
condition depending on the fact that the load resistance of the circuit acros;
which the audio voltages are developed ls in the cathode lead, giving high
negative feedback. The anode current ls very low, rislng with signals, so
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that in no. circumstances can lhc grid become positive with re 5 pect to the
cathode, with the result that gri,J curren! cannot flow

:rhe ~igh n~gative feedback gives excellent quality," and whilst no amplificati~n ~~ o_bta1.ned f~om the va~ve, as is the case with other "cathode
:0110\\er
c1rcu1ts, th15 detector is well worth using when the receiver is
.o be m;ed for programme work as well as for amateur contacts.
A filter network should he included in the anode supply line to prevent
any chance of hum appearing in !he output from the detector.
. ~ separ,1te valve must be used for the supply of A.V.C. voltages, but
lh1_s ts often an advantage in the communications receiver, for the ~eparate
A· V .C. valve can !~en he ta;Jped into the I.F. amplifier at a point where
the. response curve. 1~ hroad~r than _the final response at the detec'ior end.
T.hn; method of A. \i .C. feed 1s sometimes employed for one diode of a double
diode. but he~e care must be taken when a crystal _gate is introduced into
the l.F. amphfier, for if one diode is tapped into circuit before the crystal
and the second: employed as a detector, follows the filter, a small capacitance
between the diodes of the double diode valve wi!! he connected across the
crystal gate with some slight loss in its effic.iencv.
An infinite impedance detector gives excelle~t results when following
a crystal gate.

Components l,ist for the Infinite Impedance Detector, Fig. 9.
0.0002 mf<l. Mica.
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
0.5 mfd. 350 v.w.
22,000 ohms, 4- wait.
150,000 ohms, ·~ watt.
0 25 me.ii. Volume control.
MHL4, 224 v., etc., for 4 volt operation.
. 6C5, 6]5, etc., for 6 volt operation.
1 British 5·pin or International octal chassis mounting va!veholder.

When a separate valve is used for A. V.C. It may be eilher a diode,
limited to the one operation of supplying the control voltage to the receiver's
A.V.C. line, or may be a double diode trio<le or pentode, the main section
of the valve being fed from the A.V.C. volta~e at all tin1es and having the
" S " meter in its anode circuit, the " S " meter thus being freed from the
usual limitation of W(lrking only when the receiver has the A.V.C. s11ikhed
on. If it is desired to use a diode as a simple A.V.C. supply, a purely conventional circuit is used, but when the full advantages of A.V.C. and "S ··
meter are to be taken, the circult of Fig. 10 is capable of giving excellent
results.
It will be seen that the anode current of the penlode section passes
through the "S" meter so that a shunt resistance, R7, must be provided.
Where a meter is used in this fashion it reads " backwards '"-that is, for
" S " zero the pointer is set to full-scale position, the reading decreasing
with increasing signal strength, since increasing signal strength places a
more negative bias on the grid of the meter pentode, thus causing the anode
current to fall.

In commercial receivers the meter used is arranged to have the
no-current zero position at the right-hand side of the scale instead of at the
conventional left.hand side, but a simpler solut\on ior the amateur constructor is to mount the instrument upside down, so that 'l'ith the current
switched off the pointer is at the right-hand side of the dial. With the
cunent adjusted to give full-scale deftecUon, or " S " zero, the pointer will
then be at the left-hand side of the scale, increasing signal slrength bringing
it across scale from left to right in the usual manner. This, of course, means
that the instrument used for the " S " meter will require recalibration ;n
order that the inverted scale will read correctly, but this will be necessary
ln the majority of cases.
The A.V.C. line, in Fig. 10, is shown provided with a switch to give
A.V.C. On and Off. If desired, however, this switch can be expanded to

"

Cl,
C2,
C3,
Rl,
R2,
R3.
Vl,
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Fig. 10.

A.V.C. and 'S' 1netc:r Stage.
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give A.V.C. Fa~t, A.V.C. Slow, and A.V.C. Off, the time constant of the
reslstance-capantance combination C2, R2, being made variable by pro 1 idin"
more t?an one re~istance in the R2 position, such an arrangement heing
shown 1n Flg.11.

AVC SLOW
SI

A slow A.V.C. action is desirable when the receiver is to be used on
programme trans~issions, and is also useful for use on C.W. transmis;ions.
A fast A.V.C. ~chon, when code is being received, will tend to give fiuctua~!ons of the ~01se level between the code characters, but a slow action will
hang. over between the characters so that the A. V.C. is usable in that
case with C.W. transmissions. A fast A.V.C. is also useful on rapid fading
howe.ver, ~ that if two positions are provided as in Fig. 11, the slo~
po~ihon using a 1 megohm resistance, the fast position using a ! megohm
resistance.

AY.t. FAST RZB
AVC OFF

CZ

The A.V.C, diodes are shown as being fed through a small condenser
from the anode of the last l.F. amplifying valve, so that the A.V.C. is taken
off before the B.F.?, has effect, but as has already been shown, the diodes
may be connected 1n at a previous stage.

Components List lor the A.V.C.·" S" Meter Stage, Fig. 10.
Cl,
50 mmfds. Silver Mica.
C2,
0.25 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C3, C4, C5,
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w, Non-inductive.
RI, R2,
I megohm, ! watt.
R3,
750,000 ohms, l watt.
R4,
(For 4 volt operation) 330 ohms, ! watt.
R4,
(For 6 volt operation) 390 ohms, ! watt.
RS,
68,000 ohms, ! watt.
R6,
4, 700 ohms, ! watt.
R7,
100 ohms, variable, wire-wound.
M,
1 mA. Meter.
SI,
S.P.D.T. A.V.C. On-Off.
VI,
DDPen for 4 volt operation .
688G for 6. volt operation.
1 British 7 -pin or International octal chassis mounting valveholder
Or, for the two A.V.C. speeds given by the circuit of Fig. 11,
'
R2a,
1 megohm, l watt.
R2b,
470,000 ohms, l watt.
Sl,
S.P. 3-way.

Frr, ; C.

I
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A.Y.C. COJ1trolfed Stages
No matter by what method the A.v.c. voltage is obtained there still
arises the question of the number of stages to which A.V.C. shall be ap lied
and which stages shall be chosen for control.
P '

~ere, aga'.n, the matter is largely one for individual choke, and if the

..
S

meter is fed from the A.V.C. line direct via a pentode, in the manner
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A variable .-\.V.C. arrangement.

just shown, considerable latitude in the choice of the stages for control Is
PQSSible. If the receiver is to be used for programme work on a local
station as well as for distant contacts and listening, the local station will
call k>r a fafrly high number of controlled sta...jes to prevent ovedoadlng. but
if there are no strong signals at the receiver location, then control of hl'O
stages only in the receiver will he satisfactory.
In the first place it is wise to leave the R.F. stage uncontrolled, in order
that it may wo1k " full.out " and since this stage has the first manual control
in its cathode circuit, it should be pGssible to prevent overloading of the •
input stage by the use of this control alone. The R.F. stage, therefore, will
be left free of control, which may be applied to the frequency converter as
the first valve in the controlled chain.
If control is also applied to the first I.F. stage, !earing the second stage
clear, these two valves, converter and first I.F., should then exercise suffident
control over the rest of the receiver for all ordinary purposes.
When the receiver is to be useJ alongside a tr;;.nsmiUer, however, the
situation is different, and in this case not only should the R.F. stage have
A. V.C., but It should also be possible to switch in a high bias line, supply·
ing a negative bias from a subsidiary pack or battery. By usi11g a hig\J bias
In this manner the station receiver nmy be used as the 'phone n1onitor or
C. W. monitor even with the input shorted to earth, since in the majority
of cases suffident R.F. will break through when the transmitter is at the
same or a near frequency. Making the high bias adjm;table will give a
manual volume control on the station transmitter monitocing, and the set,
instead of idling when switched to Standby, or Transmit, will still be per·
forming a useful task.
The cont»olled chain of \•alves in this case may we\! be the R.F. stage,
and both I.F. st<111es, le~ving the frequency·changer clear, the high bias, of
course, being awlie<l only to the R.F. stage, the signal from the station
transmitter thus bein.g attenuated in this st;ige alone, the rest of the receiver
working normitlly. The arrangement of a high bias line wi11 he shown in
Chl11ter 6, and a suitable pack In Chapter 7.
~7

The ., S " Meter
Whilst there are many advantages in connecting the " S " meter to its
own Individual valve, this is no! economical when the A.V.C. voltages are
supplied from a diode of the double dilde detecliOr-A.V.C. valve, and the
meter In this case will be connected into the l.F. section so that It is operated
by the changing anode current of the A.V.C. controlled valves.
The simplest connection is to feed the whole l.F. amplifier with current
from the main H.T. line through the" S" meter, or, if a low current meter
is used, one valve is fed through the meter.
The " S" meter is shunted by a wire-wound variable resistance of, say,
1,000 ohms. The meter is then set to the zero position by allowing the
I.F. amplifier to work at full output with no signal applied to the set, the
variable shunt across the instrument then being adjusted to give a full-scale
deflection. When signals are passed through the receiver, the A.V.C. line
switched into action, the rising bias with a rising signal strength reducei;
the anode current through the meter so that the pointer deflection i6
reduced. Here, again, there is the disadvantage that unless a r!ght·hand
zero instrument can be obtained the meter must be mounted upside down,
the scale being recalibrated to suit the new conditions.
In Fig. 12 is shown a bridge circuit in which the " S " meter works in
a straightforward manner, since the pointer deflection increases with signal
increase.

RI

"'
M

R4
IF SCREENS
A'Jt. C.ONTR.OllED
1.F. VALVE.

RS

FIG. 12.

Bridge Circuit ' S ' 1neter.
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The bridge action occurs between the current flow in the anode circuit,
which ls liable to change with signal strength. and the current flow ln a
voltage-divider through Vihkh are supplied the screens of the l.F. valves.
Since- it ls nece~sary for the current through the screen arm of the bridge
to be very similar in value to the maximum current through the anode arm,
the voltage-dhider mu,;t be adjusted to give such a current, taking into
account both the current through the valve screens and that flowing through
the divider itself.
To set the "8" meter when this bridge circuit is used, the l.F.
amplifier is set for fuU output with no signal applied to the receiver, the
meter being set to zero by Rl. The pointer indication will then rise when
signals are allowed to pass.
ComPQnents List for the "S" Meter Circuit, Fig. 12.
Rl,
l,000 ohms, variable, wire-wound.
330 ohms, ! watt.
R2,
270 ohms, ! watt.
R3,
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C1, C2,
NOTE.-The values of R4 and RS depend, as has already been shown,
on the current flowing to the screens of the J.F. valves, and upon the maximum anode current through Rl. To take a concrete example, the 1naximum
current for a 6K7 used as a conlrulled l.F. valve in the anode circuit is
approximately 10.5 mAs. Thus, 10.5 mAs. must flow through Rl-R2 and
R4. Supposing that a pair of 6K7's are used in the l.F. amplifier, the
screens will require a total of approximately 5 mAs. at 100 volts. Thus, for
a pair of 6K7's, suitable values would he:R4,
15,000 ohms, 2 watt.
RS,
22,000 ohms, I watt.
M,
0-1 mA. meter.
The calibration of the " S " meter is also, unfortunately, a matter of
individual choice. "89 ,. has yet to be given a definite value, although in
certain commercial receivers "89 •• indicates either a 50 or 100 microvolt
input to the aerial wckets. Presuming that "89 "' indicates an input of 100
microvolts, however, it 111ust not be supposed that the receiver is therefore
standardised, for the connecting of a pre-~elector or v.h.f. converter between
the aerial and the receiver will throw the " S " meter completely out of
calibration since there will now be the gain of the new unit to take into
account, whilst in actual fact the •• S" meter gives a true reading only at
the frequency, and with the input conditions, that obtained at the time
of calibration.
Moreover the noise level of the receiver will affect the " S " tneter
when no signal is being received, so that it would probably be more accurate
to ~ive signal strength as points above "SI " rather than above "SO."
Again, the " S " meter gives an indication which may be affected not only
by the manual gain control of the R.F. stage but also by any ~ain control
or controlled regeneration control fitted to the I.F. amplifier. Thus, for
comparison between stations the •• S •• meter is not of real value, although
its readings are often quoted-the real value of an " S •• meter is to judge
the effect of adjustments made at the distant transmitter, or to show the

..

.!!~in obtained from the use of ii different tra11smiHing aerial, or to show
the effect on a distant station of fading or similar variable conditions. For
station reportini:i, al~o, the true way to use the " S " meter is to take a
noise reading on the slation channel with the station off, and a second
reading 1'·ith the st<:lion on, thus obtaining a reading whkh is the difference
between the station level and the noise level, the report being given as
number of decibels or " S " points above noise. The " S " meter is also
of great use for checking the radiation patterns of aerials-rotating aerials,
usert at the transmitter, the "S" meter readings being noted wh!lst the
transmitting aerial is turned throu,gh a whole revolution, the readings being
plotted against rotation. Such tests should, of course, be m~de between
transmitters and recei\'ers lccated dose one to the other, since such tests
conduded over a distance give meaningless results due to fading which
cannot be checked.

The nine points on an " S " meter are generally separated by 6-decibel
that is, between eilch "S " point and the next there are six
<1ecibel points. Since six dedbels corresponds to a doubling of voltage, this
1neans that each successive " S " point indkates, or should indicate, that
the signal voltage at the aerial terminals has been doubled.
The " S " metCJ' may be calibrated, therefore, by the use of a s;gnal
l!enerator with a ca!ib~a!rd microvolt output scafo, "S9" being set at a
kno""n level and the points calibrated down in terms of decibels, each point
indicating double the input of that required to give the point below lt.
If a signal generator with calibrated output is not ava!lable, probably
the most satisfactory calibr:ition will be given hy printing points on the
scale showing the same degree of rise as that already suggested, the calibration being made against a good moving coil instrument. The " S " meter
will then he an indicator with an unknown reference level.
A third method of calibration is to style the half-full-scale·deflection
point of the meter " X," with points above and below this calibrated as
2X, 3X, 4X, etc., and lX, !X, !X, etc., so that the scale, although once
again calibrated to an t:nknown reference point, can give readings against
X of standard gains or looses. This is done by bringing the " S " meter
deflection to X on any received station by the use of the R.F. or l.F. manual
galn control, fading or station adjustments then showing on the meter.
spacing~;
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A diode is biased frrnn a volt,1ge.divider circuit b!!l\\een the positive
and ntgative 1-!.T. line~ in such a fashion that a si~nal oi' high amplitude,
prcserited to the valve, renders the diode non-conduding for the duration
of tile signal, signals of s..'llaller ;;mplitude being passed without causing this
action. The diode thus " chops " peaks of noise which, being of short
dur~.tion thus cause " holes " in the audio ~goal which are barely notlceahle, go that si)?nals can be read through ignition and similar impulse
inter[erern;:e.
The l~i~se<l <liu<lc is placed between the detector and the audio gain
.:untrol, and may be used with either diorte detectors or detectors such as the
infinite impedance type. The t\\o circuits to be used are shown in Figs.
13a and J 3b.
If necessary ur desirable, the noise lln1iter can be switched out of action
by a D.P.D.T. switch, one position of the switch placing the limiter in
circuit, the other position switching out the !!miter and passing the signal
straight to the aud!o gain control.
A slight drop in ;u.idio output is consequent upon the use of a limiter,
but tbis can be masked 1dlh the audio gain control.
The level at which the chopping action takes place is set by the bias
applied to the diode through the control potentiometer R5 in Figs. 13a and
l:lh, and this is adju~ted on a signal until distortion commences. The
control i~ then backed off slightly to clear the signal of distortion, and will
then limit noise with a higl>er amplitude than that of the signal. The limit·
ing r:..ntrol must, of course, be readjusted for signals of varying strength
although the levelling action of A.V.C. is of help in this instance.
C2

~---+'2SOV

TO AUOIO
CAIN CONTROL.

VI

The f\ioise Limiter

Of the various noises which may be received along with the desired
signal, the most troubleson1e is impulse noise, such as is caused by the
!gnltion system of cars. A circuit which would remove the noise entirely
whilst passing the station signal would be extremely difficult to devise, but
it is found that when noioe is troublesome its amplitude Is invariably much
greater than the signal amplitude, so that limiting the noise amplitude down
to the signal amplitude effects a simple and very effective cure.
Several noise limiting circuits are available to the constructor, some
working on the audio amplifying sta:;i:es and some in the detector stage, but
the simpl«t limiter, with adjustable and controlled action, is the series·
diode circuit.
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Foo, 13A.

Diode Noise Limiter witlt Diode Detector.
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D1'l<lc :\101oe I.imiler with Inlinite Impedance Detector.

Components
Rl,
R2,
R3,
R4,
R5,
Cl, C2,
C3,
Vl,

List for the Noise Limiter, Figs. 13a and 13b.
~

220.000 ohms,
47,000
33,000

i
!

39,000

i

watt.

10,000 ohms variable.
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive
8 mfd. 350 v.w. Electrolytic.
.
DI, DD41, etc., for 4 volt operation.
6H6, etc., for 6 volt operation.
When using a double diode, the anodes and cathodes may be strapped

.
1n pairs to give a single diode,

CHAPTER 4

THE CRYSTAL FILTER

'

cul hcin::) su made that the filter crystc;l resonate5 at or v2ry ne:n the l.F.
u:;c<l in tile rec~L•'er . .'\ crystal so cut act~ as a tuned cic;,.,iC of very high
Q or efficie~Ky, thio; tuned circuit cr:idcncy being ~·c~y 11 • .i.::1 hhther than
can be ac~.ie\'ed hv the uH· of an J.F. tran.'>former, the scie<iivily ah:o bein&
;rnµ;ov~d !<' a vai-,,~ which could only be obtained by a multipiidty of l.F.
stages ";ere no crystal to be useJ.
Not onlv is th~ r:¥~:iter ,;ck~tivity of the LF. amplifier usd'.ll in giving
a ",·,in~lc sh;i;nal " cffed, or in a'sioting the rcjecli'Jll (Jf sl::):<i~•'' a fe·N kcs.
t>ff the t·~s:Jn;~nce i-'Dint, but the shirp response cu:ve aloo i:i;proves the
,;i(n:11-to-noL;:~ c<1tio ~s far as tlie I.F stages are conr.ernc<l, sinre 1wi;e level
is cul wilh the ctittlng of the pass frequencies.
The crysc-,1 ;,Jter is used as a c:iupling heh,•cen stages in the J.F.
am;11ii'cr, lhc 5eic.-livity introduced h»' the co\.•p'.ing bei"-~ variable and under
con~ql] when the single ,-..ystal is u~ed. The tenn crystal " gate " really
rde.-s tC> sin:)!c crystal working,
T:1crc arc dffering advantages anJ disadvantaiics Dbtaine<l by the use
of cjLhe" sin~lc o~ :luuble crystal wor!,:\;1;(, bul it is felt that the single
crystal filter \\i!l be inost suitable for the majority oi amateurs, especially
wl1~'1 t1'c n:c::ivcr b; being :1omc-co11sln;dc<l. The do11hle filter, ghing as
[t .:ucs ~ n~rru·,,- ;,an:l-pas6 adion, is excellent I<>;· C_,V work, but is not
open to sue> si;-.1.1lc vari;,hle se\edh-ity adjustment as is the gate, whilst
t:le cry,;t;il e:.:rcn"e is doubled. Fo;- t~!ephony, a pair uf crysla!s separated
hy a fo·s kc,;. mm;t he used, and for C.\V. a p<:ir of crystals separated only
hy 800 or :>OO cy~tes is used, so lhat the crystal "xpense rise:; by reason
of boiii C1e c•~tr;; crystal and the accuracy uf the cut required. Whilst
lu;;;;:,.'. i;c. ,i;;iplcr w~cn the hand-pas; arrangement is adopted, since the I.F.
rcspui~.,~ cun·~ i.; :i fbt to;J ino!ead of the single crystal peak. the variable
-;~:cclivity uhl ·Jne,l hy the use of the simple1- gate circuit 1ninlmiscs tuning
trouble;; an•l is ;·,1orc 'uited for non·specialist working.
';he \Jzi5:c eo;~~:i.th:s for crystal )!ale operation are simple and the action
r,'.ii~"' eas1· to un..:·c1·;i.V•<l. A crystal "cts as a tuned dr{uit of extreniely
'.1i~~h 1.:J~'' '2n·:y al i\-; r•.:;onant point (the equivalent dectrical circuit heing
a se!i~s tu1:-2U rather than a paralld·tune<l circuit), the im:1eJance of this
hmed cir~uit l';:ing ,·ery low at the resonant point bi..t rising very rapidly
on ei~i1Cl' ~id·.: of r~;onance to practically infinity. A crystal, acting as a
,.n,tnli.1g h~lwcen h'o I.F. amplifiers and cut to resonate at the interme<liilte
fr~q.,cnL;· --- :;a,.-, 4G.'> kcs. --- will t!;u3 provio:lc very good coupling charac·
tcrh:lks at t!1e l.F., but wil! rej~d signals a h:w kcs. off the central frequency.

The crystal ?r ~rystals used in such a filter are cut from quartz, as Is
the ordinary osc1llat111g crystal used :ior frequency stabilisation, the crystal-

A cry~ta!, however, c<innot he t:sed alone. In the first place, it must be
supported ill a crystal-holder, and the plates of this component <1ct as a small
capacitance which will pass to some degree the frequencies which the crystal
is rcjeding, whilst at the same time the crystal will have an impedance
"hich req1iircs matching not oniy to the sta~~e feeding into it hut also to
the slJge iullowing the 'filter. :\t the same time, it is ncce5sary to arrange
a small degree of feedback, In a c!rcuit similar tu " 11eulr<1lbin.<: circuit, i:o
offset the disturbing capacitance uf the crystal-holder's plates, this ~mall
feed being 90 degrees oul of phase with the feed through the stray
capa.-itance.
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Th~ crystal gate, as the crystal filter is popularly called, may be included in the I.F. ampll~er of the ~ommunications receiver to give an I.F.

response curv~ ~aped either as a single peak, this peak being steep-$ided
a~d nar.row, md1cating sharp selectivity and rapid fall-off of response to
either side of the central frequency, or by fhc use of a pair of crystals
as a .double~peaked bandpass response with sharp cut-off sides and a rel!io~
on either s•de of the pass-band of zero response.

Accordingly, to supply all these requirements, the crystal circuit is (eJ
(ro1n a special J.F. transfonner with a centre tap to earth, this centre tap
being either an actual ~onnectk•n at the centre of the coil or suppliei.l as
an eledrical centre tap hy a pair of conilensers aero~~ the serondary of the
transformer, their junchon bein,:! earthed to the chassis.
This arranl)ernent is shown in Fig. 14, where the secondary of the
first transXirmer is actually centre-tapped.
The effecliven1<ss and efficiency of the CY)"Stal gate depenils to a ~cry
large i.legrec upon the following impedance which, In Fig. 14, is supplied
by the following transformer and valve. As the impei.lance Z of this circuit
rises, W> will the signal voltage ilevelopcd across the impedance rise, but
this has the effect of reducing the apparent Q of the crystal circuit and t'1us
of reducing the selectivity.
By \'aryi"n,:! the impei.lancc of the circuit following lhe crystal, it is
thecre'iore possible to ohtain the variable ~electivity effect which is so t!cslrahk ~o,. use on different types of oigna.!s. In this respect the crystal g;..te
is super_>or lo the douh\e crystal band-pass filter. The input circuit, hov.-e\er,
can h;n·e the same effect on the sekclivity, and in practice it is usual to
connect the variable selectivity control into the crystal input circuit, i.letuning
of the in;iut circuit by a conilenser giving higher selectivity.
It v,in be seen that special transformer.~ ar,. neces>ary for use \\ith a
crystal filter, ani.l in Fig. 14 the second tuned circuit. which Is acting ;is an
auto-transK!rmer, 1nust be tapped to match the crystal impedance. This s!J!e
of affairs is further complicated by the fact that two types of crystal are in
use, the Y-cut crystal as used in American receivers, having a low Jmp<'t!ance,
and the X-cul cq·~tal, more often used in British receivers, having a high
impedance. By th<' use of an X-cut crystal, however, and by using a circuit

+
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1th 1-i;;i•

it.:,,e<l;m<;c i'l !ullow the scc1md t,1ne<l ur~uit, li1c tJpping

C2 in Fi;'.. 11

\';e "JriJble condenser used to haiance Ol1! the stray
the "phasin,:!" condenser.
·:·.'i,e11 the ;1\1}oin~ cv!'•!~;;,·..cr is sd to balance the circwi, the r1<.>pon,;e
.-w··1c of th~ filter i~ ~;n1meldca!, but if the phasin,g conden:ier i'> varied lo
:i '"''·:i' ([e~~e~ un eitf;,·r sic:e of the balancing value, the ~y1111r:ett"y of lhc
.-~··;cns2 •'t''ve is Jo,;! <1'1'1 a puin! of zero dgnal volt1:J~ occur~ pn df,r;c
t;.~ ~1ic'h rr I'r.~ sic';:, of rcf•.onJnce, this point of zero 'ig,1~i <lll!'''n.:\1iT>\!, or
5
'j

,-.!;-.·,,:i~~' uf tl~e •'ystal-Lu'der, ani.l is termed

r~~-~~:[~''.,/~'.J'J;,t:-~~i~e,~·:l'.;~;,,fr,\~\'.:~~;c,a:r~~~;i~~~\-i:;;,i~~,;~~~;~~0;; i~\'~~~;.~::b\~

,; 11,·e t 'L .:ero reonon,.c: ::nir,t c.n be ~djusOed trJ f:;ii on ~n ir.t\'if;r:o1! si:~•HL
;·~.~ rc~.por,se af l':ic o;:~o,,it'2 '',de of ti1e re;,,~ot'.Se 1;·Jr~e ri~eo, ho'.1ey~,-. S'J
ihat it ie, poSS;:,1;; (u i11t;cc:l'C2 inlerferen~e f~C;H ;: third ,;jgn.11 ·,;·hi';t ,i•t:i'l).\

o:.it.

int~rfoerer,.;~

;·,m:1 <t

s~,·;inci,

but in

ge10~1al

the

bcnef1l~

i:ih·cn by t!;e zrcio

'it,n::l p<l;i;t ;,,..., very •1.e:: W'Jrth while.
The S'~:~ctiv"•ly. C'~" Jt ~~c miniml1ffi po£llion, ;:iiv~n L•y the filtei" drc1·it
nf Fi<;. 14 i~ sL!fl"lrientiy iug'.l !o nnke tuning on <1 te:•:~·l:-:rny lr~n,;m:o,,,,,,1
S<) :;barp tllai cunfid~~Ll:iie ,;iJeband cutlin 1! ensue5, a1-.cl so <1 s·.,itch a-:o·cfs

th.., cr)'dal i;;;:,y t;e '"'"·ickJ to cut the fil~er oul of ad10;1.
Fig. J1 may 13~ cha:i,;;ei!. from the cristal gat.: to the l:a:1J-r~ss cr;,-.1_}]
:;Iler (ircui~ by c:Jn:1cd:n;.; " sccCJnJ ,rystal acr::.;c, ih\' pT1:10',1.'.~ c01;,_!c•;,,r
C:?, thio secoP.J cn,tcl b~in;( ~~p:u·atcd in freqtiency lrom the.; firrt ny'i~i hy
the hand,1idth LT~ut·ncv i: is de~irc<l to pa~;. C:~ ma)' t!•e!! reqtcire oorie
,i~~reaoe in \'Jiu:: lCJ de;:l v.ith the new ba!ance r(1i11t.
ln Fig. J5 is sl,o·,cn a cry,ola! g~te with a ·eider r:u•<ie of '"!;:di·ity
,untrol. the ·.o~lrol iL;e~( al,;:-1 h~ini; simpler sine•.; a vlri3 1 1:~ resbl·c'1' · i~
,·.~cd Dn t!1.: o:.t-,,·rt side o( 1;,e <:ilh:r. _'\n input tr<n::sfor!':'.er ;nat~·'le,_1. tu l\·p
c:·"~L:,I im:i~J::11c2 is :i,;cd, ·,chil~t ;Jl:asing is now carried oi:t by e 1 (~Jlo fJf
a ·d;rc·creniial condc;1ser. The in]JU! (Oi\ L2 is centre tapr«;d electrically
r:ilhcr than physically by the m;e of a pair of condensen;.
The ovt•iut tuned circuit m:.is! ha>'e a hii~h Q, and the s;kdilit.> ro:>!101,
Hl, may !,c· varial'J1e ~;'.;1~r s1nnothly or in -ste;'~' a set cf f'~:;isiacicc> r~.n
nected to J switd1 hd;i;: :;;oed in the falter case. L3 ?nd C! r,:;ist, of v1::r.;~,
1.;e (c.::<ihle of !unin;:i to tte I.F. in ise.
The JTlain d\fficL)ty attached to tl'.e in~crporation of a n~·stal gc.te ln J
homc-con~tructed receiver lie,;, therefore, in il;~ pro>ici'-n r:f a suita1:>1e i:1 r:it
tran~forn1er for the filter, for lf a cry~tal is ot!J111~d "l.\ a :;~;c,;·}te compone:1t
!to characlcris~irs must be kno-11n bdore a lr~:1s!'or:'1~r rn<itd:ed to ;.; :m
:--edance can be ho11;.~ht or made . .'.>1-0rt.'{)1·er. tl1r tran,formor chara~l~.i~:'~s
n' ,.d upon the fi:ter c::~c,it used. In Fig. 11 t!-:e tr,1n<;!o:·!"';er ;·,., '.:ii<c.i
j·,;i:: inductance nrima"y ,·.ii'i J seuradary ti~:1t!,· e1L•pk\I 1,1 ii, ·.1hi:ot l.
n:,~;t he [J-,lpetl ·i\~ :i sui;af)!c pdiot unlzss J 1'.i;;'.1 in;,r.~ i~,,,;·ei.'.«tlCZ ~~.> e
ci'·e,;it is used tu fo)bv,. the f!ler.
Jn Fig, 15 ;i ste·':''.T.;n ~atio _1~ needeJ int:;~ inrut_ !_;·3n,'.f~r:,1'J .. ;;t :~ <:'!
fur .>nme cryrtalo, ,,hJ:,:t '1 h1;~h Q ~'.:;Le'l drcuit Jlll!St fu!"o11· tn.; f:,'.,r.
The frlter "'\;). of ~e>u;:;c. 1.-or\; ;1Hl! a mi~m,:!c\1e-1 trJ.r,,;'..~''"er und .~:·
high s~ledivity, but the loss of gain ov"r ti1~ filter 1,J:J be viory serious. E\'~l'
"
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"" I.'.! (~:1 l•c t!isrcn'\C'~ 1,·ith ;u1d lhe cry5tal tilter conneckd lo the lop en<l
,.f tbe lnneJ d1cui(.
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The po,itiun of the ny~t~l 1-;.,le in the l.F. amplilier depends L0 sOtl'c

~.\lent on the following dr,uit, and in !];is co'lnection the infini:e imredancc

Lr

"

rt- t
l3

The Cry>Stal Gate Circuit N<J. 2.

with corred matching there is a loss, real or apparent_ in the gain over the
filter--thc higher seledivity will, at best, cause ;in apparent drop in gain by
rcducin1; backg";~nd noise and si<,•,nal sidehands-hot when two l.F. sta!l'es
are pro,itkd, lhe1e will be gain in hand to compensate for this loss.
The wi:;e~l pfan, therefore, would <tppear to he the buying of a complete
cryotal filter unit for incorroration in the recei.-er, when it would be known
that the l.F. transfonners were properly matd:cd to the crystal, or the
tran>formers and lrystai may he obtained as matched components, and the
unit bui!! np with its associated conde11sers, but the exrerimentcr may care
lo test v;irious transformers againr,( his crystal in an endeavour lo obtain
a filter at the lowc~t cost withoul loss of efficiency.
In this ca;e it is a<Jvised that tests he 1nade using the circuit ot Fig. 15.
Tlie input transformer n1ay be 1na<le experiinentally frum an old I.F. tra11sfol"m:or of the cotred fiequency-465 kcs. is ad,i:sed-the secondary winding
bdn,!! stripped of half its turns. The centre tap being ele<:lrical, further
experiment can b~ carri~d out on this winding until the niost favourable
results arc <Jbtaincd l>ith the crystal to be used.
The phasing ~onJenser c<in be made by mounting two midget tuning
condensers together, their 5pindles bein:;! coupled via a couplin,!! unit so tl.<it
with one rondenscr al full mesh the second condenser is at zero n1esh, or
minimum lapacitance.
The high Q circuit 0f L.3-C4 may he one side of an efficient 1.F. trans·
fo,.mcr, or a pr~-luncd J.F, rc.iedu1 coil of the iron-cored variety might :,e
tried in the position.
The type of crystal uD!ained will govern the drcuit constants lo a high
degree.
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C0111po11e11ts List lo• the Cr_l/Slal G<tte, Fig. 14.

Ll, L'.!,

!ii,~h intlud;ince - c1ese-roupled !.F. tran~formcr, C.T.
~Clundar)".

"
Fie. 15.

dded1_•r n~oke,; an excellent fc!IP,·-ing ~l;1ge to the tilter. 'Jle i.Jate is oficn
slio11n i111~1h:di<!.leJy folio\\ing the frec 1 uency-clo;in~er, but si•~ce the f1l!1:1
requires a fairiy hii_'h input ,;igr1;1! for its 1noft effident O~'l'J:\lion, it is wis.::
to ;\l1<i·~ fr-r some l.F. amp:Hi('1li'.J"1 rrior !o tlie l'!tcr. Tt...: Q Qf the tuned
drcuit I 3-C1- in Fig. 15 will 1:-e J<sio!ed hy <m infinite i;'.'rc,b;ice detector,
and ~0. "hen 'u<"h a lktectinJ ~t,~.o is usec!, the o!wious pl;,,~ fur the filter
is !··:t,,cc·:i the !.F. a:11r- 1if<·1 ar.:1 !lie dct1.:ctor. 'Vl'ere t1ioJ1.: de!edion is
uc.~'1, h"111~ver, the filter may t'e used ~s the coupling fic!l>eLn the two l.F.
stJ.gcs.

1.3,
Cl,

l.F. coil, tapped doll'n to suit ~ri·staL
100 mmfd. variable. Sclcctidty control.
c··
15 mmfd. \'J.riab!e. Phac-inB control.
CJ,
60 mmfd. variable trimmer.
C1,
I.P. luning trimmer.
Cr)olal,
.\65 k~s.
s,
Cry&tal shorting s·witch. (Low capacity type, with short
lcatis to 01·sta!.)
'.'io 1 E. --To e; ('e.-i;11u1t with this drcuit, use a high impcd]n<:e Pr X d•t
cr:~t.d ;ond di>Jll:n:.e 1•.it:1 !l:e [;,p 1Jing on L3 hy using Jn infinile imrcrbnce
dct~c:•Jr <cs tl:e {o!ic,·.in,~ sta~c. r\dapt LI, L2, by u~in_!! ~n I.F. !rJ.nslm-mcr
1·it;1 .:0i:s n~cn.;ntc,J en a ccnlrli dowel, mO'!in_!! the 'ec·ond;iry roil c:(lc'e to
/.1 ;o.11J 1~1ounti:1.>.'., un li:c ol:'cr side of Ll and at the s;;rr:e J;,·.t,rn.-c, ;i s~·.-nnd
Scc<•cdary c0il iJe,1:i~;,[ 11ith that already fitted, olitainl-d n-0rn
scn:nd
sh::I!;:r tranoiuin:er. Thr,-.~ tv.o ,;cconctarics arc then crn:n£cted in .>eri~5,
thu3 prol'iding a high inl'ndance ,·,r:tre-!appcd v.lnding.
Test Ll both >>ith a trimmer condenser in parallel <ind willwut.
CompO!li'nls List for fhe Crystal Gatr, fig. 15.
Ll, L2,

Tuned µri;11ary ·-low imped:ince secondary l.F. trans-

L3,

High Q l.F. coil.
0.0001 m/,l, -"'1k~.
10 n;m~J. t'i~f2renCal. {See text.)
I.F. tuning trinomer.
5,000 o:uns v;itiab:e. Seleclhity control.
463 kcs.
Crystal shorting switch. tLow capadta11.-c type "ith
short iea<J5 Lo crystal.)

form~r.

Cl, C2,
C3,
Ci-,

Rl,
Cr,-slal,

s

[n ~ither lircuit ti>c whole fi!ter is cut out of action b;· the owitch <:cross
the cryst;il, Jc;;ving the l.F. amplifier working at its norn1al oelcc!ivity.
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THE HE;\T Fl{f:QUEl\'CY U':iCILL,\TOR

Tl1e 11.F.O. is a si1npk osd!laling circuit 11od;in•; nn a ft·-.,1uc.icy d·1se
lo !he intermediate frequeJK." .,; t'ic rccdvet-, :1 frac:i11n of its ouiput hdn~
'.ell to the l.F. aio'.lp!ifier o,., pr~kt:i'Jly. the dekdm. ·r:lis :oc;iily gcner:1tcJ
lrti':Wcn~y then heterodyne~ any s:gnai p~;;cccl t,1 the lldedor from lhe l.F.
;1P\.•iificr ;;o that signals which :ire not n:odlde'.ted, sud1 as C.\','. transir,isswns are ghen ;m •m<lio content. tile he!,orodvnc fr~qcency being; in the
ai;.,:1h!e t·an_c:;c .. The coil ttoeci, together with a ·small trimmer type i'.!Oing
C'J1Hk11,er, <is Inc osdllatini:; !lined circuit is usually tapped near tile c:irthcJ
end in order th<it a Hartley osdiialor drcuit arrangement can be used, such
a drcu1t being h0 th cconcmkal ln cD!l1iJ01i.cnts and vi.'i-,' :'\able.
Either a pentodc or triod°" vttlve may ~e u~l'd as an oscillator, the cht·icc
uf .i;:pc5 being. v-cry \~\de, and typical circuits _and co1nponents \'alucs are

gi1cn in tl1e F1gs. l6 and 17 with their associated components lists.
~+

---~·r

•
/si

~

RI

zsov.

Components f,ist for the Combined lmped11nce IJ;>tector

R>

r

f-· '

1,

Li
?

R.F.C.,
Sl,

Vl,

6F8.

R3,

Vin'-

[

and B.F.0., Fig. 16.
22,000 ohms. ~ watt.
J 50,000
!
10,000
l
47,000
~
0.5 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
0.0001 mfd. Mica.
150 mmfd. variable trimmer.
\\'earite B-FO or si>nilar.
Choke, Eddystone 1066 or similar.
S,P.S.T. B.F.O. On-Off ~witch.

Rl,
R2,

.-------~

l.F. f.

In Fig. 16 the B.F,0. is sl10·.1·n ;is one-half cf a do:ible triode \'<ilve, the
secorHl part of the ;•a!l·e actir.g ;is an infinite imrccbnce (.kt~dr.r. This fnrm
of censtrodion i,; ex;:~\knt in that the coupling from the H.l'.O. lo lh<.'
Jcte.::lor tJkes pface 1,itUn 1:1e ,-~he itself, vi« str~y cw;ic:it:rs, ,-o th.it r.n
furthe1· roupling j,; r-·c,,d1Td. l'nfortunately, this 1;-:ie of .circl'it (J.n be u;;.:.l
only with .\mecican va:ve;; of tl>c 6F8 ty!Je or similar, since thcie ar"- no
4-volt double triodes suitable for the purpose
The infinite im:1edance <letector in this circuit is shcwn as heing of
slightly different Je5ign from that described in Chapter 3. ~ince fiikrir1g in
the catho<le circuit is ;;,,i,,ted by the choke, R.F.C., whkh, of course, should
he effective al the intcrmedi~,te frequen~y.
Separate triode;; can, of course, be used with the same component value;,
to give e--1uivalent operation, a small couplhg conden~er lhen b(ing use<l
between the gri<ls of hnth valves as Cc of Fi.~. 17. Tl:e condenser C( has
a very Sll"'.a~l value of ca;iaci!ance, and may be m;ide eit~er by reinoving lite
adjus!ing !;crew of a 30 mmfd. trirmner and bending the top pl;-,te at ;,,n
ant~le to the holtom plate, thus prt•\•i<lin,<:: the small ca::iadtance reD_t1i·-ed,
or by wrapping a lead from the grid of the B.F.0. round the grid ic:,d
of the detector {or the anode lead (If the detector if a diode <letector is
used), both leads being insulated.

RS

-~ __ j_['~~~il!!t5
r

r

Rr.c.~

C4

l" tl.f.tl
COIL

RS,
Cl, CS,

C2, C3,
C4,
B.F.0. coil,

1 !nle-rnationa1 octal chassis n1oi111tlng valvehol.Jer,
NOTE.--~-Several 4-volt v;1lves moy use the sd:ne 13.F.O. circuit, [or a
•;epar;ite detedor-B.F.0. atrangcmen'.. The AC::HL or 3C.1V os.:Hlalc well,
,n M!IL4 or 224V being used as the Inf1nitro lmpe<lance detector.
Co1npo11ents ti~t for the Pentode B,F.U., Fig, 17.

"

Cl, C3,
C2,
C4,
CS,
Rl,

Cl

AUDIO.

R2,
R3,
B.F,O. coil,
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0.0001 mfd. Mica.
150 mmfd. variable trilnmer.
0. I mfd. 350 1•.w. Non-inductive.
0.5 mfd. 350 v.w.
68.000 oluu~. ! walt.
15,000
1
10,000 ,,
1
\\'earite B-FO er similar.
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,,
---~-o-".MV---/ ___. +
RZ

R:5

SI

250V.

R4

U.F.0.
COi L

FJG_ 17. .\ Penlude D.l·.0. Circ'u1t

Sl,
Vl,

S.P.S.T. B.F.0. On-Off switch.
VP41, ctc., for 4 volt operation.
6K7, etc., fnr 6 wlt operation.
1 ,\lazda or lntcrn<ilional octal chassi~ moi,nling vaheholder.
NoTE.-Cc, ~mall coupling condenser to detector. See text.
To at'Just the B.F.0. the receiver should be tuned to a C.W. signal of
moderate stren~th, the B.F.0. being switched off y,·hi!st the signal is tuned
,;ha.rµly, the tuning bein~ on lhe carrier hiss. The B.F.O. is then £witi;hed
on and tunecl to ~in: a suitable beat note with the ,;igna\ <.:ode, the receiver
\Lining lieing left unf_oucilcd whilst the B.F.O. tuning is carried out.
!'he B.F.O. is then set for a!! C.W. si_!jnals.
Jn drcull> where the B.F.0. feeds into a diode detector and A.V.C.
stage lhe A.\'.C. li1;e should be switched off for C.\V. reception. \\.'here
the ..\.V.C. valve is fed from the I.F. amplifier before the introduction of
\he B.F.O. (ar'ier, h·Jwever, the A.V.C. line may be kfl on for C.W. recep·
\jon p1oviding lhal a "slow" A.V.C. action is obtainable.
CHAPTER 6

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS
\Vithin the following pages are shown the circuit diagrams, with com.
ponents lisb, of ii scrles of practical communications receivers. The circuit>
include both simple and more complkaled designs, the simpler circuits beinJ;!
included fln !ht strength of the fact that even thou<gh they are less versatile
than their companion receivers they are still of great value as true "cum-
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n1unkations" receivers in that they will amply fill the role of Hstening-post
at either the transmitting station or short.wave recdvin/.l station.
Whilst the simpler circuits may have two-control tuning-Le., separate
tuning of the oscillator and aerial-tuned drcuits----to enable the coils to be
home-made and trackin.!! to be adjusted without the use of trlmmin.!! and
padding, the more complicated recehers require to have ganged tuning If
a\! the benefits of the more comprd1enslve circuits are to be realised.
The writer's experimental work has shown that for full coverage of, say,
5 or JO to 2,000 metres, the work involved in building and especially in
adjusting and tracking home-made coils is too fine and time-consuming for
the home workshop. The value of home-made coils must lie in their sim·
plidty, and so two systems of receiver-tuning are sho.,.,n. For receivers
intended to cover the aniateur bands only, home-wound coils are shown, with
their 1-dndin.!! details, and separate aerial and oscillator tuning is employed.
The coils are wound and the tuning capacitances arc chosen in such a manner
that each coil covers the band for wh!ch it is specified, the inter-amateur
b~nd freq,,encies not being covered. By this means, those requiring amateur
reception are catered for, the circuits being both selective and easy to tune.
To cover the whole frequency range, however, larger condensers must
be used tu avoid a great 1nu1tiplidty of coils, and accordingly commerciallym<ide coil sets ~.re specified. Since these coils are intended to be tuned by
ganf!ed cm1densers of 0.0005 mfd. capacity or similar, handspreading provision is made ~o that at any frequency the main tuning gives way to fine
tunin~ whenever necessary. In this way all frequencies are received and at
the s;ime time the crowded bands are " opened out " to a very considerable
extent.
A co:nmllnications receiver of any type must be constructed with great
care, since the numher of stages workin)! at radio and intermediate fre·
qucndes increases the po~sibility of feedback, especially where such sta/.leS
are made re?'cncrative. The receiver layout should follow in logical steps,
the R.F. stages being i;irouped to one side of the tuning condenser assembly
or assemblies. each stage opposite its own section of the condenser, with
the I.F. arr:µ!ifier follov.ing the mixer stage in line, the transformers being
mounted bet;1·een the valves wherever possih!e, since the transformer
S{Teening then ~ssists the valve screening. It is wise to provide external
valve screens for all the R.F. and l.F. stages, but if this is thought unneces>;uy the re(ei\"er may be tested without extra valve screening, the screens
bein.I!; atlded later if there should he any trace of Instability.
The circuits sho11n al! include extensive decoupling for each stage.
AH the re~eivcrs sho11lJ be built on a\un1inium chassis. A copper chilssis
might be even more suit<ible, alihough the extra efficiency so gained is insl'ffkient to giv~ any no!iceable re~ult, but steel or iron chassis should be
avoided since losses ll'ith such material at the higher frequencies are high.
Chassis layout, llnd especially panel layout, must be dean and sym·
metrical. Where both main tuning and bandspread tuning ls used, both
~ets of cor.den5ers should have a g:()od slow·motion drive, and lt is advised
that drives of the panel dial variety with cards for individual calibration
mounted in an escutcheon should be used. Two methods of calibration are
possible. For the general listener, the bandspread dial need not be calibrated,
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for the ~andspread condensers shonld be set to half capacity and all e~p!ora
tion work carrled out on the rn;,in ttu1ing condenser control. The handsrre.1d
con;:;cn~cr~ are then <1vaiialile for expansion of lhe main tuned f1eque,1cy,
the main dial being c;iiibrate<l in term5 of frequency or wavelenglh.
The an1ateur tra115miller, ]l(;v:ever, rnight we~! use the reverse of this
technique, calibrating the n1aln tuning di;1! to sho•• band li1nits with the
handspread condenser at half n;e:;b, the bandspread tuning dial i[sclf being
calibrated Jn te1·ms of each band.
' On!}' in the smal!er receivers should the power pack be included in the
receiver cabinet, although when 1\.C./D.C. arrangements are sho\1n !hi;
type of power supply may also be included with the receiver, since the
chassis space taken up is small an<l the power supply can be grouped well
to one end of the chassis, provided ihat ample vcntifation is pro>i<led. In
general, however, even with a small and simpler receiver, the heat generated
by the power unit should be kept from the set to minimise the ch~_nre ol
frequency drift with temperature.
For battery operation, vibrator power supplies n1ust be used, ;,nd here
the builder is advised to obtatn tile vibrator power pack commerdal\y, suo:h
a pack as the ~lasteradio " Silent Surge ·· type, speciai!y drsig,ied for
communications and shnilar wo~k, proving hi!~hly suitable. In the next
chapter, however, the drcuit of a vibrator power pack is shown.
It will be noted that in the majority uf Jldgn1ms two H.T. lines are
shown, one running at the anode line voltage of 250 voH~. the othe.- al the
screen roltage of 150 volts. The provision of hvo J!nes, one for screen
operation, saves a considerable out!ay on screen dropping resistances, as
welJ as making screen tlecOi!pling simple.
The receivers are shown with straight J.F. amplifiers-that is, no cr/~ta!
g~.te is shown. It is felt that the majority of constructors will be content
with the selectivity obtained from the llSC of a regenerath·e l.F. stage alone,
and that if a crystal gate is to he included in the circuit the details in
Chapter 5 will enable the work to be carried out without trouble.

Recejuer Alignment
The alignm~nt of the comn1unications receiver must be carried out with
great care, and a signal generator is essential. Procedure is as follows:Switch on both receiver and generator, and aHow them to reach operating temperature-a tilne of ten minutes at least should be allowed.
Whenever possible, the receiver should be connected into an output
meter, either of the Magic Eye type or the "Output Meter " sockets of a
good circuit analyser. The first alignment is, of course, on the 1.F. amp!i6er,
so that the "S" meter of the recdver, if fitted, may be used as the output
meter, the A.V.C. line in this case being left switched on. The usual rractice, however, is to align the set with the A.V.C. line switched off, since lhe
alignment should be made with the receiver running at m~ximum R~1il1, so
that in the case of a separately-fed "S " meter, such as that sho,rn in F'ig.
10. the A.V.C. line may be off, so far as t!ie receiver is concerned, whilst
the meter will still operate, with tnlnnced sensltivit)'.
The B.F.O. should be sv.'ik~ed off for a!l alignments, whi:st the cr}stal
gate, if fitted, should be switche<l out of circuit. Clip the ea:-th lead of the
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sig:nal generator to lhe receiver chassis and take the ~ignai lead from the
ge.ncrator to the grid of the last I.F. amplifier and set the generator to the
required I.F.-465 kcs. for the circuits shown. Trim the last I.F. transformer to g:ive maximum output, reducing the generator signal as the circuit
comes into tune. With this transformer set, re-connect the signal lead from
the generator to the grid of the first I.F. stage, and trim the next-to-last
l.F. transformer for maximum output in the same manner. (Further l.F.
stages fol!o11 ing the frequency con-.·erter shou1d be trimmed in turn, working
b;.;ck al·<>'aJs tot!:~ frequency converter; this applies to a commercial receiver
n~ing ~e;eral l.F. stages.)
To align the first I.I<'. transformer, connect the signal lead from the
g,_,i1e1ator to the sign~] grid of the frequency converter, disconnecting the
lnned circuit al!ied '<'ith the frequency converter should the signal passed to
the I.F. amplifier appear very weak. This will be caused by a high-frequency
drct'.it acting almost as a short circuit to the considerably lower frequency
output of the generator. The output front the generator must be kept at a
low leyz] when fee<l!ng into this s!age, however, since the 1.F. amplifier is
now tuned and wi\J be giving a high gain lo the signal, so that o~erloading
must be prevented.
If a crystal p,ate is incorporated in the l.F. ~-mplifier, the alignment
should be carried uut up to the frequency converter s!age as already descri::ied, the J.F. as set hy the signa! generator being as near as possible to
the exact crystal frequency. The cr~stal gate is then s\1·itched into circuit,
and the signal generator varied \'ery slowly to a slight degree on either
slde of the set frequency. A rise in output from the l.F. amplifier as the
generator frequency is slowly var)ed indicates that the cr}stal peak has been
found, Jnd the generator should be kft at the frequency causing the output
rise, a;1J connected into the freqwn1cy converter, whilst the I.F. amplifier is
given a· final adjustment to brin~ it to re1.onance with the crystal.
Ii is best to use an unmodu1Jted output from the signal generator for
aHgr.ing the I.F. amplifier wheu ;i_ crystal gate is in use, using the "S"
me:e.- indications on !he generator carrier. If no "S " 111eter is fitted, the
B.F.O. may be switched on and adjusted to give an audio signal at the
ou!0;1t sockets of the receiver, alignment being carried out by bringing this
aulo signill up to maximum output.
The I.F. amplifier is now set, and should be left as it stands whilst the
remainder of the rcceher is aligned.
The procedure for aligning the R.F. circuits will vary with the type
of receiver, for in the simpler separately-tuned aerial and oscillator type of
set, where no R.F. stage is employed, no further a\lgning will be required,
although the signal generator can be used very effectively to calibrate the
two tuning dials.
The osdl!ator dial is the main tuner, in such a receiver, and signals
should be tuned with this dial, the aerial tuner being kept roughly in step
until t'ne required signal is heard when the tuning can be finely adjusted.
It will be sufficient, therefore, to calibrate the osciilator tuning dial in fairly
close frc<Jucndes with broad frequency indkations only 011 the aerial dlal.
For a receiver employing ganged tuning, however, the oscillator circuits
must be set for tracking, the adjustments being made on each frequency
range by the following method:-

Set the h;a1dspread conder.scr, if used, to mid-capacity and leave. Switch
the first frequency range, and reduce fhe oscillator trimmers to minimum
capacity, leaving other trimmers and padders at half-capaclty, Tune the
n1ain tuning condenser to the high frequency-low wa\·eleogth end of the
hand, either to a calibrated spot on the dial, or, if the dial is to be calibrated,
al a point just above minimum capacity. Set the signal generator to the
same frequency-this will require to be discovered by experiment if the
e~act coverage of the coils is unknown-and connect the signal lead from
the generator together with the eart\:ing dip to the aerial input sockets, or
aerial and earth wckets, of the receiver. Trim the osdllator trimmer towards
maximum capadty until the signal is heard or indicates on the output meter.
\l/ith the high frequency adjustment temporarlly set, mark or note the
dial reading of both receiver and generator, and then tune to the low frequency-high wavelength end of the hand either to a frequency indicated on
the receiyer dial, or with an uncalihrated dial, to a frequency near the low
frequency limits of the coils in use. Scl the generator to the same frequency
and adjust the padding condenser for 1naxlmum output at that frequency.
Return to the original high frequency where the trirrimer was adjusted.
The adjl;stment wi!l prob<ibly ha\·e varied, due to the changing of the padder
capacity, and the trimmer must be readjusted for maximum output, this
process of adjusting trimmer and paddrr and readjusting being carried out
until the two adjustments are ln final balance. Six or eight readjustments
are not too many.
This process must be carried out on each frea:<ency band.
\~'ith the oscillator aligned, it remains to trim the R.F. stage, if included
fn the set, to.!!ether with the frequency con\•erter input circuit. The trimmers
co'lnected with these sta_ges must he trimmed for maximum output at the high
freciuency end of each raHi,<e. the whole range being tested, by means of the
siJnal i;ienerator, at convenient point~ to ensure that no points of bad alignment or ·weak signals e;xi5t.
\\'ith the receiver aligned on u11 freqllency rangeo, it may be tested for
correct operation and stability. ,\ hiss, varying with the tuning of the oscillator st.age, indicates that the osdllator is squegi;iing, possibly because of
too hi,:ih a grid leak value or ano.-le voltage, whilst instability causing oscillation in the l.F. amplifier is immediately shown when the B.F.0. ls switched
on, since a continuous sque<t! or howl is caused, the note varying with the
tuning of the B.F.0. A regenerati\•e I.F. stage should not, of course, have
feedback sufficient to giYe this effect, and the feedback capacity between grid
and anode should be reduced until the stage is regenerative without bursting
into oscillation.
" Motorbaating" is almost certainly due to the oscillator's fluctuating in
frequency with ~H~ht vad<!tions of an.:ide voltage, the chance of this defect
occurring being hi~hcst \dtil high selectivity in the l.F'. amplifier. Switchini;i
Olli the A.V.C. line \d!l 1;robably stop the trouble, proving that the osdl!ator
anode vollage is fluctu,1ting and that the sta.;?e is varyin,:i its output frequency
in sympathy. Only a poorly-designed oscillator would cause this trouble,
whirh may he cured either by re-<l<:sign of the oscillating circuit or a stabilising de\·ice on the osd!!ator H.T. supply line.
" Birdies," a heterodyne whistle or beat on a signal, are sometimes 1:aused
t;)
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by feedback into the I.F. amplifier via the A.V.C. diode, or by feedback of
signal hannonics from the detector into the R.F. or frequency converter, or
may be another sign of squegging in tht oscillator. Generally the cure is
better circuit arrangement or heavier screening.
It must be remembered, also, that a heterodyne note can be produced
by a carrier dose to that of the signal under reception, the crystal gate being
the only solution to this nuisance.

Components List for 11 Simple 4.-volt Receiver, Fig. 18.
60 mmfd. Tuners. Ra}'mart MC60X.
Cl, C9,
C'.::, C4, C6, C7, CIO,
O. l mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
Cll, Cl5, C21,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
c:~.
C5, Cl2, C13,
0.0001 mfd. Mica.
Cl7, Cl8, Cl9,
4.0 mmfd. Bandspread tuner, Raymart
cs,
VC40X.
25 mfd. 25 v.w. Electrolytic.
Cl4, C22,
8 mfd. 350 v.w.
Cl6,
30 mmfd. variable trimmer.
C20,
2.~00
ohms.
Rl,
47,000
R2, R8, RlS,
220
R3, R6,
10,000
R4,
R5,
1,000
"
5,000 variable, I.F. gain.
R7,
220,000 ohms.
R9, R16,
680
RIO,
33,000
Rll,
68,000
"
RI2,
I meg. variable. Audio gain.
R13,
22,000 ohms.
R14,
180
Rl7,
(All resistors ! watt ratings.)
465 kcs. Iron-cored I.F.T.'i;.
I.F.T.1, 2,
Headphone jack.
J,
Short-wave choke.
R.F.C.,
Output transformer, 5 watt, to match to
Tl,
5,200 ohms load.
Arrange Cr for regeneration over V2, and Cc for coupling between V3
and V4.
S.P.S.T. B.F.O. On-Off switch,
Sl,
Vil ea rite B-FO.
LS,
ACTHL
Vl,
VP41.
V2,
ACHLDD.
VS,
AC2HL.
V4,
Pen 45.
vs,
2 British 7 -phi chassis mounting valveholder1.

•s

.1

I British 5-pin chassis mounting valveholder .

,,

.2 Mazda octal

Chassis, aluminium, 10" x 8" x 2!".
I Tuning Drive.

Coil Data.
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1.75 mcs.L!. 1 ::> turns
L2, 70
L~:5,
15
L4, 42
3.5 mes.LI,
9
L2, 35
L3, 10
L4, 25
7 mes.LI,
5
L2, 20
L3,
6
L4, 14
14 mes.LI,
5
L2, 10
L3,
4
L4,
7
28 mes.LI,
4
L2,
4
L3,
3
L4,
3! ,,
Coils LI, L2, and
Provide 2 coilform

26 S.W.G. enam. dose-wound,

i" above L2.

24

i" below L4.
Tap--Top of coil.
!" above L2.

l" below L4.
Tap-18 turns up.
i" above L2.
18
24
18

,,
to I" long.

i" below L4.
Tap-6 turns up.

close-wound, l" above L2.
to l" long.
dose-wound, !"below L4.
to l" long. Tap--21 turns up.

24

18
24
18

24
18
24
18
,,
L3, L4, all wound
holders.

close-wound, i" above L2.
to l" long.
dose-wound, i" below L4.
to l" long. Tap-1! turns up.
on ll'' diameter formers.

Components List for a Simple 6-volt Receiver, Fig. 19.
LI, L2, L3, IA, sections of commercial tuning pack, such as A.LS.
Type 30A, etc. Note, padding condensers, and trimmer values are not
shown, since these are included in commercial packs.
Cl, CS,
0.0005 mfd. ganged tuner.
60 mmfd. ganged bandspread tuner, with
C2, C9,
Raymart MC60X tuners and couplers.
C3, C4, ClO, Cl 1,
Cl2, C13, Cl4, Cl5,
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
Cl8, Cl9, C20,
0.0002 mfd. Mica.
·
cs,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C6, C7,
0.0001 mfd. Mica.
Cl6, Cl7,
25 mfd. 25 v.w. Electrolytic.
C21, C23,
8 mfd. 350 v.w.
C22,
47
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Rl,
10,000 ohms.
R2, R9,
2,200
R3, R7, Rll,
220
R4,
47,000
RS,
lS,000
R6, RlO,
1,000
"
R8,
S,000 ohms variable, 1.F. gain.
Rl2, RlS,
100,000 ohms.
Rl3,
470,000
Rl4,
22,000
Rl6,
3,300
"
1 meg. Audio gain.
Rl7,
Rl8,
220,000 ohms.
1 watt.
Rl9,
430
(All resistors, except R 19, ! watt ratings.)
Wavechange switches, ganged.
Sl, 2, 3, 4,
D.P.S.T. Standby switch.
SS,
Headphone jack.
J,
46S kcs. iron cored 1.F.T.'s.
l.F.T.l, 2, 3,
Output transformer, 5 watt, to match
Tl,
7,000 ohms load.
Vl,
6K8.
V2, V3,
6SK7.
V4,
6SQ7.
VS,
6F6.
5 International octal chassis mounting valveholders.
Chassis, aluminium, 10" x 8" x 2!''·
2 Tuning Drives.
Arrange for regenerative capacity over V2 .
No B.F.O. is included in the circuit, but may be added if required.
Components List for an A. dvanced 4-volt Receiver, Fig. 20.
Ll, L2, L3, L4, LS, L6, sections of commercial tuning pack, such as
the M. Wilson 6 Waveband Coil Kit, S-2,000 metres.
NOTE.--Padding condensers and trimmer values are not shown, since
these are included in commercial packs.
Cl, C6, Cl3,
O.OOOS mfd. ganged tuner.
C2, C7, Cl4,
60 mmfd. ganged bandspread tuner, with
Raymart MC60X tuners and couplers.
C3, C4, CS, C8,
CIO, ClS, Cl6,
Cl 7, Cl8, Cl9,
C20, C22, C26,
0.1 mfc!. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C28, C29, C30,
0.0002 mfd. Mica.
C9, Cll,
O,OOOS mfd. Mica.
Cl2,
50 mmfd. Silver Mica.
C21,
0.25 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C23,
O.COOl mfd. Mica.
C24, C2S,
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C27, C32,
C31,
Rl, RlO,
R2, R17,
R3,

R"i, RS,
RS, l{i 1. Rl5,
RG, R24,
1\7, R9, Rl3,

Rl2,
(\ 14,
Rl6,
f\18,
f~ 19, R30,
1?20, R21,

R22,
R2~i.

R2S, R28,
R26,
R27,
H29, R32,
R31,
R33,

(All resistors,

!

25 mfd. 25 v.w. Electrolytic.
8 mfd. 350 v.w.
1,000 ohms.
220
"
5,000 ohms variable, R.F. gain.
10,000 ohms.
330
22,000 "
1 meg.
10,000 ohms, variable, I.F. gain.
470 ohms.
1,000 ohms, variable, "S " meter zero
set.
6,200 ohms
39,000
680,000 ,,
100,000 ,,
470,000 ,,
47,000
680
"
I meg. variable.
Audio gain.
220,000 ohms.
10,000 ohms variable. Noise limiter set.
180 ohms.
watt ratings.)

l.F.T.l, 2, 3,
M,

~

""-----··~

.

.!

J

j

,
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465 kcs. Iron cored l.F.T.'s.
0-1 mA. meter.
],
Headphone Jack.
R.F.C.I,
Screened all-wave choke.
Sl-6,
Wavechange switch, ~;anged.
S7,
S.P.D.T. A.V.C. On-Off.
SS,
D.P.S.T. Standby.
Tl,
Output transformer, 5 watt, to match to
5, 200 ohms load.
VI,
SP41.
V2,
ACTHI.
V3, V4,
VP41.
vs,
HL41DD.
V6,
DI.
V7,
Pen. 45.
I British 7-pin chassis mounting valveholder.
5 Mazda octal
I DI holder.
No B.F.O. is included in the circuit, but may be added if required.
Chassis, aluminium, 16" x 8" x 2f'.
2 Tuning Drives .
Arrange regenerative capacities across VI and V3.
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465 kcs. Iron cored 1.F.T.'s.
2.5 millihenry R.F. Choke.
Screened all wave chokes, or screeneJ
chokes effective at 465 kcs.
0-1 mA. meter.
Headphone Jack.
Wavechange switch, ganged.
S.P.S.T., B.F.0., On-Off.
S.P.D.T. A.V.C. On-Off.
D.P.D.T. Standby.
1852 (6AC7).
6SA7.
6S7.
6F8.
6H6.
6B8.
6F5.
6V6.

I.F.T.l, 2, 3,
R.F.C.l,
R.F.C.2, 3, 4, 5,

M,

J,
Sl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

S7,
S8,
S9,
Vl, V3,
V2,
V4, V5.
V6,
V7,

vs,
V9,
VlO,

.. •
..

VI

SI

•

C3

\
4 1.F. CONTROL

ciT"
RI

.--- - - - -""v"'v"'v"'~--· -- 1
I

I

~---------· A.v.c. LINE
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R3
lhing the High Bias Line.

RZ
FIG.

22.
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10 International octal chassis mounting valveholders.
Tl,
Output transformer, 5 watts, to match
8,000 ohms load.
Chassis, aluminium, 16" x 8" x 2!".
2 Tuning Drives.
Arrange regenerative capacities across Vl and V4.

Components List for the High Bias Line Control of the
R.F. Stage, Fig. 22.
LI, First tuned circuit, R.F. stage.
Cl,
0.01 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
Sections of tuners and bandspread tuners.
C2, C3,
C4,
0.1 mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
RI,
100,000 ohms.
R2,
50,000 ohms variable, High Bias control.
R3,
150,000 ohms.
R4,
220
R5,
5,000 ohms variable, R.F. gain.
Sl,
Wavechange switch section.
82,
S.P.D.T. A.V.C. to High Bias Switch .
Vl,
R.F. valve .
NOTE.-The first I.F. stage may also be switched into the High Bias
control, as shown, if a higher degree of control is required.
Components List for a 5-metre Converter for 4 or 6 volt operation,
Fig. 23.
Ll,
2 turns 20 S.W.G. enam. ~" diam., i" above L2.
L2,
6 ,,
16
!"
to i" long.
L3, 10 ,,
16 ,,
,,
!" ,, to Ii" long.
L4, LS, Wearite PHF5, tuned to 10 mes.
Cl, C6,
15 mmfd. tuners, Raymart VC15X.
O.OI mfd. 350 v.w. Non-inductive.
C2, C3,
C4,
0.0001 mfd. Mica.
3-30 mmfd, variable trimmers.
C5, C7,
For 4-volt operation:Rl,
10,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R2,
33,000
R3,
47,000
R4,
330
For 6-volt operation :Rl,
22,000 ohms, 2 watt.
R2,
22,000
R3,
47,000
R4,
330
I.Resistors, ! watt ratings, unless otherwise specified.)
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R.F.C.,

VI,

7

POWER SUPPLIES

A 5 metre Converter for <i or 6 volt Operation.

60 turns 30 S.W.G. on I meg. ceramic
resistor as former.
ACTHI or
6K8.

I British 7-pin chassis mounting valveholder, or
I International octal chassis mountin.g valveholder.
Slow-motion drive for C6, main tuning, knob drive for Cl.
Chassis, 7!'' x 3~" x 2".

The power supply for a communications receiver should be stable,
capable of excellent regulation and, although not required to supply a high
voltage, must be able to supply a fairly heavy current without any heating.
A good transformer is necessary to ensure proper regulation and a heavy
healer winding will be required to supply all the valve heaters, especially if
4-volt valves are in use. The power pack, and therefore the whole equipment, should be protected by fuses both in the primary to mains wiring and
a!so in the receiver supply line. The power leads to the receiver may
terminate in a plug, constructed from an old octal valve base, the leads
beio.g soldered into the pins and the base then filled with Chatterton's compound or a good wax. At the receiver, the power supply may be received
in an ordinary octal socket mounted at the end of the chassis, or at the rear.
The power input point should be at the audio end of the receiver, bus-bar
distribution through the receiver being advised.
Smooth working of the power supply is assisted by the bleeder resistance which also allows the low voltage screen feeding line to be taken out,
and the adjustable bleeder should be set, with the receiver load connected
to the power pack, to give the correct voltage.
A bias pack may be used with any receiver to provide a high bias line
to which the R.F. amplifier may be switched for Standby or monitoring the
local transmitter, or batteries may be used since the current drain is negligible and layer-built type batteries may be used, thus allowing the biasing
department to be condensed to a very small size.
It may seem extravagant to give over a valve and transformer for biasing
one stage, but in any case a high bias line is only required by the amateur
transmitter. In the circuits showing a high bias line, this may be replaced
by a simple Standby switch in the negative or positive H.T. line by the
constructor who is interested only in reception. In any case, the separate
heater transformer can be dispensed with if 4-volt valves are used throughout the apparatus, since in that case a spare 4-volt secondary on the main
transformer can be ust:d to supply the rectifier heater, an ordinary 4-volt
rectifier being used with one section out of circuit, or strapped in parallel
with the other section.
It will be seen that the bias supply has only half-wave rectification and
resistance smoothing, but since only a frac.tion of the total voltage is used
and the current is negligible the smoothing thus obtained is amply sufficient
for the purpose.
Although the load of the communications receiver is steady, that is, there
are no great current changes as are found in, for example, a Class B
amplifier, it is thought advisable to use two-section filtering for the mains
supply to give as quiet oper::tion as possible. Where economy is necessary,
however, a perfectly straightforward power supply circuit may be used with
only a single L.F. choke and two condensers rather than the two chokes
and three condensers shown.
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A.C. power packs are shown in Figs. 24 and 25, the main difference
being in the bias supply arrangements. In Fig. 24 the bias rectifier is
supplied from a separate heater transformer; in Fig. 25, a power pack for
4-vo!t valves, the bias rcdifier is supplied from a heater winding on the
mai::~ transforme;. In either case the bias voltage suppiies may be omitted
from the circuit altogether if desired.
' When A.C. I D.C. operation is required a rather different set of circumstances arise•. The use of ordinary 0.2 amp. heater valves would mean in
any case that the heaters of some of the valves would be at high potentials
above earth, since the number of stages in a communications receiver is,
in general, higher than the number found in other receivers. The potential
difference between the heater and earth increases the chance of hum as the
potential rises, and thus it is desirable to keep the heater drop over the
whole chain at as low a value as possible. The most promising solution
would appear to be to use American 6 volt 0.3 amp. valves in all stages
except the output stage, where no suitable 0.3 amp. valve is readily obtain·
able. In this stage, however, a British 0.2 amp. valve may be used, the
heater being shunted by a suitable resistance to pass the further 100 mAs.
heater current drawn by the rest of the circuit. The value of the resistance
is calculated by Ohm's Law, and for one very suitable valve, the Mazda Pen
3520, whose heater operates at 35 volts 0.2 amp., the resistance across
the heater would be
35
R = - - ohms
0.1
or R = 350 ohms, and the resistance rating would be 35 x 0.1 or 3.5
watts. Such a resistance may be made up of standard values, using a 200
ohms and a 150 ohms resistances in series, each being rated at 2 watts.
A barretter is preferable to a wire-wound dropping resistor for applying
the correct potential across the heater chain, since the barrette_r gives a good
degree of automatic compensation for changes in line voltage whilst at the
same time it requires no setting to value as does the ordinary dropping
resistor with an adjustable tap. Should a dropping resistor be used, however, it must be set to the correct value to give a current of 0.3 amps.
through the heater chain as measured by a good A.C. or D.C. ammeter to
suit the supply.
Alternatively the dropping resistor may be adjusted by measuring the
voltage across the whole heater chain, the dropping resistor being adjusted
until the correct voltage is shown on a good A.C. or D.C. voltmeter, the
type of meter again depending on the supply.
It must be remembered that the adjustments should be made by reducing
resistance-Le., the dropping resistance should be high in value, the resistance being lowered until the valve heaters are correctly loaded. The
measurements should be taken a half-minute or one minute after adjustment:;, since the valve heaters undergo a change of resistance with heat, as
does practically any circuit.
No arrangements are shown for a high bias line in the A.C. /D.C. power
pack of Fig. 26, as there is no convenient way of obtaining it. If a high
bias line is required, batteries must be used.

it must alw i·c ri:nie"•nered that gear working from an A.C. / D.C.
sur.ply is alive to ck: m"'n,; :inct the piug shot:!d be connected into the socket
in such a way lh.:.l lhe .:l1<.S5i5 of the power pack and the chassis of the
re.:eiver are both rnirnected to the earttect mains line. !n some cases it may
be found that the :;ositive iine of the mains D.C. SU!Jply is earthed so that
it is virtu<1lly im;io,;c;ib!e to connect the chassis of the gear to the earthed
line. Jn this case, c"ery precaution must be taken when using the gear,
csp~cially if it is desired to work with headphones, and the whole operating
pos:ticn, including the apparatus itself, should be insulated by the use of
rubber mats.
Jn every A.C. /D.C. aperated receiver, not only the earfoing connection
to the chassis, if used, should be isolated from actual cor.nection with the
cha;;.;is by an 0.01 mld. 500 v.w. condenser, but the aerial also should be
isolated in the same manner.
The rating of the barretter or dropping resistance is of course determined by the number of valves used, together with their common current
rnr;c.umption and the supply voltage. For example, a drcuit using 6 volt
0.'i amp. valves in an R.F. stage. a frequency converter, two l.F. stages,
a detector and B.F.O. combined, an A.V.C. and "S " r"'·:ter stage combined
1
a1H dth an audio amplifier before the output stage wot:id have seven 6-volt
va»·es with their he:Jers connected in series, the total drop thus being 6.3
volts X 7 or 44.1 volts at 0.~ amp. Then the out1Jut stage, using as
- recommended a Pen 3520 shunted by a 350 ohm resistance, would intro·
du~e a further drop of 35 volts at 0.3 amp., so that the total heater load
would be 79.1 or 70 volts, 0.3 amp. The barrettcr or dropping resistance
m;ist therefore be capable of handling the heate;- rnrrcnt of 0.3 anm.
rlesides the voltage across the valve heater ch<1in, howev~r, the
re·_·tilier also requires feeding. The 25Y5 and 2525 types of i"e~tilin are
in ,!{ood supply at foe !ime of writing, and are capable of sup:,ilying up to
80 mAs., which is s~1ffi;ient for all but the largest receivers, these rectifiers
~ein;~, suitable sinc_e they also req•:ire 0.3 amp. through the healer. The
~5R1'-, at present m very short supply, can give up to 120 mAs., and also
rewiires a heater current of 0.3 amp., whilst the heater volfage is, as
i!l{'kated by the code name, 35 volts. Presume, however, that a 25Z5
rectifier is to be used. The heat<?r rnltage of this valve must also be added
to the voltage drop across the rec<?iver heaters, so that the total heater
voltage required is '19 plus 25 volts, or 104 volts.
With the usual rn~ins voltage of 230 voits, this means that the barretter
will have to drop 230-104 volts, or 126 volts. The barretter is c);.;>:.en
so that this figure falls as rn:ar as possible to the centre of the wmking
range-for example, the Ph.illips Miniwatt type of regulator is rated at 0.3
amp_, 100-240 volts for the type number 1941, so that this barrelier would
be perfectly suitable.
The constructor who wislies to work the receiver from a Vibrator power
pa.:k may either purchase a commercial model of pack, such as the
J\la~teradio " Silent St11·ge," already mentioned, or construct his own pack
using bought compon·';1ts.
Very careful screening and filtering must be provided, for a vibrator
pack will radiate R.F. interference c•:1i1:ss every precaution is taken. The
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battery leads must he fitted with a heavy current choke in order that
"' hash " is not ir.trndu.:ed into the receiver via the valve heaters, whilst the
output line must be fiitered for both R.F. and L.F.
Either synchronous vibrator or valve rectification may be used, and if
1Jive rectilication is decided upon it is recommended that the OZ4 gas
rectifier be used, since this valve requires no heater supply and thus not
only is battery drain reduced but the chance of a breakdown obviated. The
OZ4 rectifier is at present in good supply from Government surplus stores,
etc., and can supply up to 7S mAs. at 300 volts D.C. Less than 30 mAs.
should not be drawn, since the valve will then work at reduced efficiency or
refuse to operate properly at all.
If a current greater than 7S mAs. is required, it is advised that synchronous vibrator rectification be used.
Whilst vibrator transformers can be constructed or adapted from existing
mains transformers, greater efficiency and more silent working will be
obtained by using a commercial model.
The vibrator power supply must be enclosed in a metal or metal-lined
box, the earth connections throughout being made with heavy gauge wire,
and good quality components must be used, the working voltage values of
the condensers being particularly noted. The wave shape of the currents in
both primary and secondary of the vibrator transformer give rise to hack
E.M.F.'s sufficiently high to break down condensers of low working voltage
ratings, and any breakdown or short-circuit in the power pack can cause
serious damage to the vibrator.
A fuse in the supply lead to the battery is also essential, since should
the vibrator contacts stick a very heavy current would flow through the
vibrator and one half of the transformer primary, possibly fusing the transformer and damaging the battery. The usual fuse value used in this position
is 10 amps. The switch in the battery lead should be rated at 10 amps.,
and should be of the Q.M.B. type.
The " hash " choke may be home-wound, using 60 or 70 turns of 16
S.W.G. enamelled copper wire (or heavier) on a l" diameter former sue!"! as
a wooden dowel.

Components List for the A.C. Power Packs, Figs. 24 and 25.
Tl (Fig. 24),
200-ZSO v. primary.
Sv. 2a. secondary.
T2 (Fig. 24),
200-2SO v. primary.
250-0-2SO v. 200 mAs. secondary.
S v. 2 a.
6 v. 4 a.
Tl (Fig. 2S),
200-2SO v. primary.
2S0-0-2SO v. 200 mAs. secondary.
4 v. 2 a.
4 v. 8 a.
4 v. 2 a.
L.F.C. l, 2,
20 Hys. 200 mAs. ISO ohms.
Cl,
0.1 mfJ. c!50 v.w. Non-inductive.
C2, C4, C6,
8 mfd. :350 v.w. Electrolytic.
C3,
16 mfd. 350 v.w.
CS, C7,
8 mfd. 500 v.w.
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RI,
10,000 ohms, 3 watts, \\ith slider
R2,
22,000
I
R3,
10,000
I ,,
Fl,
S amps. fuses.
F2,
200 mAs. fusebulb with holder.
SI,
D.P. On-Off Switch.
VI, V2 (Fig. 24),
SY3G.
VI, V2 (Fig. 2S),
UU6.
2 International or Mazda octal chassis mounting valveholders.
Chassis, 9!" x 4!" x 2", aluminium.

Components List for the A.C./D.C. Power Pack, Fig. 26.
L.F.C. 1, 2,
20 Hys. 100 mAs. ISO ohms.
RI,
S,000 ohms, 3 watts, with slider.
R2,
22,000 ,, I ,,
Cl,
0.1 mfd. 3SO v.w. Non-inductive.
C2, C4,
8 mfd. 3SO v.w. Electrolytic.
16 mfd. 3SO v.w.
C3,
CS,
8 mfd. SOO v.w.
VI,
2SYS, 2SZS, 3SRE, etc.
B,
Barretter to suit heater load.
1 International octal chassis mounting valveholder.
l Holder for Barretter used.
F,
I amp. fuses.
SI,
D.P. On-Off Switch.
Chassis, 9!" x 4!" x 2", aluminium.
Components List for the Vibrator Power Packs, Figs. 27 and 28.
Vibrator transformer, Bulgin M.T.5, or
similar.
RI, R2,
220 ohms, I watt.
R3,
4,700
I ,,
R4,
To suit screen current. (See Note.)
Cl,
O.S mfd. 3SO v.w. Non-inductive.
C2,
0.0003 mfd. Mica.
C3,
0.01 mfd. l,SOO v.w.
C4,
0.01 mfd. 3SO v.w. Non-inductive.
CS, C7,
8 mfd. 3SO v.w. Electrolytic.
C6,
16 mfd. 3SO v.w.
CB,
0.1 mfd. 3SO v.w. Non-inductive.
R.F.C. 1,
Hash filter. (See text.)
R.F.C. 2,
Screened all-wave choke.
L.F.C.,
20 Hys. 100 mAs. ISO ohms.
F,
10 amp. fuse.
Tl,
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SI,
Q.M.B. On-Off Sv•itch.
B,
5-volt accumulator battery.
D,
Vibrator driving coil.
VI (Fig. 27),
OZ4.
I Intemat:,Jnal octal chassis mounting valveho!der for VI.
Chassis and shielding cover.
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NOTE.-The constructor should follow any makers' instructions obtained
with the vibrator, particularly as regards buffering circuits. It may be desirable, for instance, either to shunt RI and R2 with 0.1 mfd. condensers, or
to replace the resistances altogether by such condensers.
It is possible to obtain a reversed polarity at the output side, so that
no output filter component should be connected up, especially C5, C6 and
C7, the electrolytic condensers, until the output polarity has been checked.
·This, of course, refers to Fig. 27.
A dropping resistance rather than a potential divider is used for the
screen supply to avoid further current drain. The resistance R4 should be
chosen to give the correct voltage drop at the current passing, using a simple
calculation by Ohm's Law. Each circuit diagram in the previous chapter
shows the approximate screen current on the 150-volt lint

This method may also be used, if desired, in the A.C. and A.C./D.C.
power packs.

CHAPTER 8
AERIALS FOR COMMUNICATIONS
It is, of course, impossible to give anything like a full account of aerial
theory and practice in a few pages, but some salient points can be noted
especially for the use of the receiving amateur. The transmitting amateur
will in all probability use the one aerial for transmission and reception
except for Duplex and Break-in working, which means that the aerial and
its coupling to both transmitter and receiver will be adjusted to the band in
use and will thus be working at maximum efficiency at all times.

The transmitting aerial, as has already been noted, is usually the best
receiving aerial, but where the communications receiver is to be used alone,
in a listening post, then the most useful aerial is that which will receive all
amateur bands as well as broadcast and commercial stations with as great
efficiency as possible.
The reader who requires further information on aerials and their many
types is referred to the Aerial Handbook, No. 56, in Bernards' List.
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At high frequencies-that is, for short-wave reception-a tuned aerial
ran be erected in quite a small space. The best example is perhaps the
television aerial, seen in ever greater numbers at the top of flagstaffs and
attached to chimneys. This type of aerial is a vertical half-wave, and often
has a reflector so situated that the true aerial is in line wHh transmitter
and reflector, the reflector, naturally, being behind the aerial.
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erecting a~ aerial Imov. n as a " long wire," however, the " end
fire
effect---that is, the stren.>;t'.; of transmission or reception in line or
nea;Iy_ so with the aerial wire itse!f is greatly improved, whilst the broadside
rad1ahon or reception is attenuated. In general, however, a wire twice the
~vavelengt?. of the fa~vureG band in length will give good all-round coverage
m the Bnhsh Isles 1f erected in a due East-West direction.
The formula for the length of a two-wavelength aerial, or for any aerial
longer than a half-wave, is

The iiait-·,vave aerial. as its name suggests, is a half-wavelength long,
measured e:ectrically rall'cr than mechanically. An aerial suffers from what
is known as the " end effect " so that a half-wave aerial is slightly shorter
than a measured half-wave, the relationship being given by the formula
462
L=-f

where L is the total length of the aerial in feet and f is the operating
frequency in megacycles. The formula can also be given as

L

5540

Li=-f
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f

feet

where L is the length of the aerial wire in feet, n is the number of half-waves
in the aerial Ieng~~·· and f is the favoured operating frequency in mes. Thus,
as an example, n the favoured band is the 20 metre amateur band, the
fr~quency. in this case being !aken as 14 mes., the two-wavelength aerial
will contam four half-waves. fhe formula then becomes

where Li is the aerial length in inches.
To take an example, a television aerial for VISlon reception must work
with maximum efficiency at 45 mes., so that the aerial length is
5540
Ll=-45
or Li = 123.1 inches or 10' 3".
The television aerial is mounted vertically since the transmitter aerials
are also vertical, and the transmitted waves are therefore said to be vertically
polarised. This polarisation holds only over relatively short distances, however, so that for general working on rather lower frequencies the great
maioritv of aerials are horizontal. The increased length of an aerial for
lm~er frequencies also makes horizontal construction simpler, although the
new B.B.C. vertical Jong-wave aerial may be cited as an example of vertical
polarisation on the very low frequency band.
By erecting an aerial tuned to the frequency of operation the signal
strength is increased at the receiver and, at the transmitter, the aerial
accepts all the power which can be passed to it.
For working on the 20 and 40 metre amateur hands the half-wave aerial
is still sufficiently short for erection in a fairly small space, hut it is practically impo.;sihlc to erect a tuned aerial for, say, the broadcast transmissions
at medium frequencies, and in any case such an aerial would be larger than
the licence allows.
For wide frequency coverage, therefore, a compromise must be made.
The aeri~l in .any case will be more efficient at the higher frequencies which
is where the effidency is needed, so that the best arrangement is that which
will give good working on all the amateur bands, the lower frequencies being
left to take their chance.
The direction in which the aerial receives most efficiently also requires
consideration. The half-wave aerial, at whatever frequency for which it is
h1ilt, receives most strongly from a direction at right-angles to the plane
of the aeri;il wire, and is thus known as a hroadside radiator or receiver.
Rccc•t'on of stations in line or nearly so with the wire will, other things
beiw.; quvl, b,~ ;-,iuch weal<er than reception from stations in a direction
perrendi.:ul::r to the wire. For this reason, 5 and 10 metre transmitters
oft~;, arrzmv;z thEir aerials to he rotating, so that the array can be turned
bodily to tiired the signal to any required compass point.

492 (n-0.05)
=

L

492 (3.95)

feet
14
or L = 138.8 feet.
It is still necessary to connect the aerial to the receiver, and the best
method to use with a long wire aerial is to cut the aerial at the exact centre.
supporting the mt ends hy a short insulator of strength sufficient to earn·
the strain of the aerial. The wire is thus separated into two eoual portion~
in line one with the other.
= ------

All aerials have a radiation resist:mce, or characteristic resistance presented to a feeder system at their points of maximum cur-cent (current antinudes). ~esista.Itce of a four half-wave aerial is approximately J 10 ohns,
th.ough thi~ resistance changes within fairly narrow limits wW1 the height
of. th~ aenal a_nd t~e typ~ of ground at the locality. The feeder requires
m<1tchmg to Hus aenal 1es1stance and also to the receiver, and so a suitable
type of feed~r ';'ust be chosen and matched to the receiver, for best results,
thiough. a c1rcmt snch as that shown in Fig. 3, although the feeder may be
taken directly to the receiver with a slight loss of efficiency.
The use of a 110 ohms feeder will allow the connection to be made
at the aerial end, directly to any current anti .. node (these occur at every od,j
qu:irt:r of a wa.,~lcnr•fh along its Jen·~t!1), that is, in a two wavelength aerial
~t ~omts along its length equal to ~. ~. ~ and ~ of the total length. The
<1erial may be cut at any of these points and 110 ohm feeders connected.
.

Such a feeder may be purchased, and the mismatch will not be serious

if 80 .oh":' feeder is used. Several m:•kers can supply such feeder and ordi-

nary hghtmg flex presents approxi1aately the rnrrect characteristics although
su.:h a feeder would not weather well.
'
'
In a situation where bad interference is experienct:d, another type of
f~eder may be required, where twin wires ar·e lashed to transµosition blocks
:it every 18" or so, such bl,Kks bein<'. ol·t:iinahle from Messrs. Eddystone or
!<:'.ymarts. T!1e feed<Cr wires are HJU., cros:;ed at regular intervals, the effect
hemg to c:tncel out any signal, including interference, which is picked up by
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the feeders themselves. A matching unit should be used between such a
feeder and the receiver.
In very noisy localities, with interference from traffic, neon signs, and
the like, a short r.e~·ial may prove better than a properly-designed long aerial,
since the signal-to·noise ratio must be kept high for satisfactory reception.
In this case, the aerial can only be decided upon by experiment, and it may
prove beneficial to us:e a complete :omrnercial aerial system such as the
"Eliminoise."

APPENDIX
Coil pack Manufacturers and Distributors :Aligned Instrument Services, 1, Colworth Road, Leytonstone, E.11.
(Type 30 series coil packs.)
M. Wilson, Ltd., 307, High Holhorn, London, W.C.l.
Raymart and Eddystone De!JOts :Radiomart, 48, HolloYc'<!Y Head, Birmingham 1.
Webb's Radio. 14, Soho Street. London, W.1.
Crystal Manufacturers :The Quartz Crystal Co., Ltd., 63-71, Kingston Road, New Malden,
Surrey.
Valve Stockists:--). Bull & Sons, 246, High Street, Harlesden. London, N.W.10.
Tde-Radio (1943), Ltd., 177A, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
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"TECH NI-GEN"
CONSTRUCTORS'

ENVELOPES

Corrcspn11dern-1· \\'Jtti many thnll'-'i1TJds nt p11rchascrs of our well-known J{;id10 h00k'.'.1
has revealed ;1 nl!1::--!d('raliiP dernand tor H.ad1u designs in sbret form. and has 111d1catPil

the types uf

:-il't:--

dcsitTd.

The new "TECH.\" I-GEN" series of Radio Constructors' Envelopes 1s based npor1
this iJJfurmalion.
•
Each cnvelore has an attrart1ve cover design in two colours and conL1ms a bina..J
sheet, size 2'.2~ 11i. by 17} in., givmg a chassis blucprmt, a picture of tilt' --et which
in each case, has hc•eu li111lt and 'ully tc:-.ted, circuit diagrams and cxplw1t 111-..tr1wunns
Lewis Georg(', th» wpll-known I~a1!10 de~1gner and author, is respon..;1l1le t()r tile
production of tl1e Snws an<l 13ritio,h component manufacturers have co-operdtt·d 111
developing the d<"s1gns

No. I. HOW TO MAKE A 3-VALVE

PLU:i RECTIFIER AC,DC TRF
RECl!..IVER.

l•'ur medium
waH~ (:2\Hl-:157 M. only). This
wcel\ er IS provided with a
trnw contrnl and a rnC'thod of

usrng ;rn energ1sL·d loud,.;.peakN

is 1llustr.1tl'J and descnbed.
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TO MAKE "ALLDRY" 4-VALVE BATTERY
SUPER-HET. PORTABLE RECEIVER.
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(20(J-SS7 M. only).
A.V.C.,
Trnw Control R.nd a Frame
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negative feedback.
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ABLE ACIDC PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER. IO-watts
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A suitable c:i.rrying case 1illustrated.
outµut
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